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ABSTRACT
During the digital tide of the last several decades, the material, metaphysical and
economic properties of art have evolved in response to the ever-accelerating growth of
cybernetics. The contemporary art ecosystem (CAE) has long been considered “the last
unregulated financial market”; then cryptocurrency was invented. Now, blockchain
technology has entered the cultural zeitgeist and could radically innovate numerous
industries, including the art market. The CAE itself is a network, a system that operates
within fundamental parameters and, in that sense, it shares much in common with the
philosophies underlying computation, such as systems theory, complexity theory and
emergent consensus mechanisms. However, as the venn diagram of art and tech converges
on itself, certain philosophical and technical questions arise: What constitutes “value”
when digital reproduction is a given? Can the aura be hacked? What are the new interfaces
through which society can ethically and emotionally experience art, and how are these
defined by bourgeois or avant-garde ideologies? By combining contemporary art market
research with techno-cultural criticism and socio-economic theory, this thesis will track the
effects of the burgeoning digital renaissance on the art market and offer solutions to
embolden a more equitable, sustainable and ethical art world.
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INTRODUCTION
This thesis will explore digital interfaces, cybernetics and the contemporary art
ecosystem (CAE) with a focus on the commercial art market and the emerging distributed
ledger technology known as blockchain. In 2018, the art market achieved approximately
$67.5 billion in global sales, with online sales accounting for an estimated $6 billion.1 A
digital renaissance is currently spreading across the art market — an industry that has,
historically, been slow to embrace new technologies (despite the continued growth of
online sales). That resistance is ironic, especially when viewing the CAE as a web of
relations and exchanges, a network that shares much in common with cybernetics and
computational systems theory. This thesis argues that technology and fine art are
interwoven by overlapping philosophical, metaphysical and economic threads. As
digitization becomes increasingly pervasive across all of society, especially in light of the
novel coronavirus pandemic (Covid-19), the convergence of art and tech is rapidly
accelerating.
In the ongoing aftermath of Covid-19, art exhibitions, auctions and even art fairs
have gone exclusively online. Museums are launching new and ambitious digital
programming and artists are utilizing emerging technologies to make art, while leveraging
the internet to bypass galleries and sell directly to collectors. As the CAE has evolved over

1 Benjamin Sutton, “The Global Art Market Reached $67.4 Billion in 2018, up 6%,” Artsy, March
8, 2019, https://www.artsy.net/article/artsy-editorial-global-art-market-reached-674-billion-2018-, visited October 12,
2020.
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the past few decades, new digitally native art forms are gaining critical recognition and
market credibility, among them VR artworks and video games. The aura of an artwork has
historically been tied to its materiality; artworks have traditionally been overwhelmingly
object-based (paintings, sculptures, etc.). Today, the nature of contemporary art has
become increasingly dematerialized and data driven.
Blockchain is one emerging technology that has the potential to “disrupt” the CAE
for the better (or for the worse, depending on whom you ask). Blockchain is a distributed
and encrypted, digitally time-stamped ledger that is maintained across a network of nodes
(or computers) that are economically incentivized to maintain the network, both
individually and collectively. An industry-wide migration to the blockchain by the CAE
would inherently change the art market by providing transparency and shoring up ethics,
but, as of October 2020, efforts to adopt this distributed ledger technology have barely
begun. This thesis will address the current status of blockchain — its myriad uses and
potential pitfalls — across the CAE by analyzing specific case studies pulled from recent
art market headlines and supported by first-hand interviews with art market insiders.
In order to clearly explain the CAE as it exists today, a global multi-nodal network
connected across multiple channels and platforms, it’s critical to define the various players,
as well as their respective influences. The “art market” is one central node, in addition to
“academia.” Some artists who are extremely active in academia have no market presence
and vice versa. This thesis will focus on the art market, rather than on academia, and
employ the acronym CAE as a descriptive proxy for the industry. Additionally, the prehistories of the “art market” will only be considered from a Western cultural perspective,
2

with a focus on Europe and North America (as well as the so-called “emerging markets”
of Russia, China, Brazil and the UAE).
As mentioned, the blockchain is a shared database with entries distributed across
numerous computers that cannot be modified or corrupted — every entry must be confirmed
and encrypted. “In its generic form, blockchain technology refers to a fully distributed
system for cryptographically capturing and storing a consistent, immutable, linear event
log of transactions between networked actors.”2 The blockchain is an emerging,
algorithmic manifestation of “cybernetics,” a term first published in 1948 by Norbert
Wiener in his book Cybernetics: Or Control and Communication in the Animal and the
Machine. “Cybernetics” refers to self-regulating mechanisms, often dealing with
communication patterns and control processes within complex systems comprised of either
machines, humans, or other living organisms.
Blockchain technology emerged in the 2000’s along with cryptocurrency. Both
were published online in 2008 by Satoshi Nakamoto, a pseudonym for either an anonymous
individual or collective3. Cryptocurrency is a digital and internet-based medium of
currency or value exchange which uses cryptographic functions to conduct financial
transactions, neither regulated nor controlled by a centralized or governmental agency.4
Both blockchain and cryptocurrency are favored by neoliberals who don’t want any
government interference in their finances, but the underlying philosophy of distributed

2M.

Risius, K. Spohrer: “A Blockchain Research Framework What We (don’t) Know, Where We Go from Here, and
How We Will Get There,” BISE (Business & Information Systems Engineering), CrossMark Pub., Crossref DOI link:
https://doi.org/10.1007/s12599-017-0506-0 Published: 2017-12.
3Ibid.
4 Yao, Yao; Jack Rasmus-Vorrath; Ivelin Angelov: Blockchain Security Demonstration, Academia.edu, visited
November 10, 2019.
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technologies is arguably socialist. Ideologically-speaking, these platforms actually share
much more in common with Marxism than with capitalism because of the distributed,
transparent nature of the digital ledger. As with most theoretical utopias, however,
blockchain’s implementation doesn’t quite live up to its ideals.
Chapter one begins with a meta-history of the art market; a synopsis of the major
players, notable movements throughout history and a timeline of events that have led to
the CAE as it exists today. Chapter two discusses the transformative effects of Covid-19
on the CAE, which were taking place concurrently to the writing of this thesis. Chapter
three is titled Theory and will discuss philosophical texts related to the essence of art,
technology, and Marxism, in order to elucidate how these fields overlap on a metaphysical
level. Chapter four is titled Practice and will analyze real world examples of how the
accelerating digitalization of the CAE is currently manifesting across artist practices,
cultural institutions and the market.
Practice is subdivided into three sections: “The Good,” “The Bad,” and “The
Ugly.” Like their titles suggest, these sections will discuss good actors (i.e. artists Burak
Arıkan and Ahmet Öğüt’s recent work), bad actors (i.e. noted art world criminals) and
bizarre examples of the current art-tech relationship (or lack thereof) across the CAE. For
example, “The Bad,” will address recent scandals surrounding crestfallen art dealers Harry
Blain and Graham Southern (founders of the now defunct Blain|Southern gallery), as well
as Inigo Philbrick (an art dealer/con artist who is the subject of numerous on-going federal
lawsuits). Such cautionary tales exemplify why the art world should migrate to the
blockchain as soon as possible, which is the topic of Chapter five.
4

Chapter five also discusses the underlying theories, ethics and technical
implementation of blockchain, offering a multi-perspective overview of this emerging
technology. The central argument of this thesis will posit that an industry-wide migration
of the CAE to a distributed ledger such as blockchain is both the necessary and predictable
result of the ever-accelerating convergence of art and tech. This migration, however, should
follow protocols and standards that ensure its democratic and equitable adoption across the
entire CAE, including players both large (read: rich and powerful) and small (read: poor
and emerging). If undertaken with the appropriate oversight, the convergence of art and
this emerging technology, in theory as well as practice, should service not only the
financial elite, but also the masses, the disenfranchised and the vulnerable, all of whom
deserve access to art as an emotional, spiritual and existential human right. Digitizing the
aura might seem at odds with the financial and commodified “value” of art, but the CAE
is approaching an event horizon, a black swan catalyzed by the novel coronavirus, in which
digitizing the aura could is not only a means to a more ethical, sustainable and equitable
art world, but also an existential imperative.

5

CHAPTER 1: A BRIEF METAHISTORY OF THE ART MARKET
The earliest known examples of Western human artistic expression were found in
ancient cave paintings in France and Spain: specifically the Lascaux Cave (in France) and
the Altamira Cave (in Spain). This “Franco-Cantabrian” cave art depicted wild herds of
animals from the Solutrean-Magdalenian era and has been dated to between 17,000 and
15,000 BCE.5 The cave was a significant venue for these paintings; its relative separation
from the temporality of the outside world would set a standard for sacred sites of spiritual
and/or religious contemplation. “Such ritual spaces are symbolic reestablishments of the
ancient umbilicus which, in cosmologies worldwide, once connected heaven and earth,”
writes historian Thomas McEvilley in his introduction to the anthology Inside the White
Cube: The Ideology of the Gallery Space, published in 1986:
Since this is a space where access to higher metaphysical realms is made
to seem available…it must be sheltered from the appearance of change
and time. This specially segregated space is a kind of non-space,
ultraspace, or ideal space where the surrounding matrix of space-time is
symbolically annulled.6

As polytheism was replaced by monotheism, the Catholic church asserted its role
as the most significant venue for the arts (i.e. frescoes and paintings, mosaics and
sculptures), as well as its status as the most prolific patron of the arts. Beyond the church,
royal and/or wealthy families (such as the Medicis) established the origins of private arts

5“Lascaux

Cave Paintings,” Encyclopedia of Stone Age Art, visual-arts-cork.com, http://www.visual-artscork.com/prehistoric/lascaux-cave-paintings.htm, visited October 11, 2019.
6 Brian O’Doherty, Inside the White Cube: The Ideology of the Gallery Space, intro by Thomas McEvilley, The Lapis
Press, 1976, re-published with introduction in 1986.
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patronage — their commissions enabled artists to fund large studios that employed
numerous apprentices, thus effectively acting as both market and academic fine art
incubators. During the Renaissance, until the sixteenth century, the Catholic church and
the aristocracy maintained their monopoly over the fine arts in Western Europe. During
this time, the Wunderkammer (“cabinet of curiosities”) emerged across the European
estates of noblemen, aristocrats and wealthy merchants. These Wunderkammern were
meticulously arranged collections of artworks, as well as cultural, ethnographic objects and
artefacts of the natural sciences that, collectively, are considered as precursors of the
modern museum.7
In 1648, the Royal Academy of Art was established in France. The Royal Academy
of England followed suit in 1768. According to the Metropolitan Museum of Art, these
academies were the most significant professional societies for artists for the next century.8
They favored traditional artistic mediums, such as painting and sculpture, as well as
classical motifs — “historical scenes,” realistic figurative representation and still lifes. It
wasn’t until the dawn of the “modern” era, in the second half of the 19th century, that a
distinctive break (or “fork”) emerged and the sovereignty of the Royal Academies was
disrupted by what we now term “the avant-garde.”

7

A Contemporary Reinterpretation of “Cabinets of Curiosities” Explored in MoMA Exhibition: Wunderkammer: A
Century of Curiosities July 30—November 10, 2008 Museum of Modern Art, Press Release, MoMA, NY, 2008.
https://www.moma.org/documents/moma_press-release_387168.pdf, visited October 11, 2019.
8 Jason Rosenfelt. “The Salon and The Royal Academy in the Nineteenth Century.” In Heilbrunn Timeline of Art
History. New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2000–. http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/sara/hd_sara.htm,
October 2004, visited October 11, 2019.
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Originally, the traditional Salon, a precursor to today’s “white cube” gallery, was
heavily enmeshed with the Academy. The most famous Salon, which took place in Paris at
the Louvre Museum, was a group exhibition juried by professors of the Royal Academy.
These professors essentially acted as gatekeepers to the established art community — artists
who submitted works they deemed non-academic or non-historical were typically
blacklisted, effectively ending their careers. A shift took place with the advent of
Impressionism around 1860, a painterly style defined by loosely rendered subjects in muted
hues, meant to invoke the intangible properties of light. Due to this genre’s break with
tradition, the Impressionists were barred from the academic Salon and generally exhibited
in independent Salons that were staged in alternative venues, such as an artist’s private
studio. This disrupted the Academy’s hegemony9 and ushered in a new era of modernism,
separate from academic paradigms. The bourgeois class, who had the means (and desire)
to own art, expanded dramatically. The modern art market began to take shape.
In the late 1800’s, the Kodak camera was developed for the mass market, a new
technology that effectively afforded the average person agency to create their own pictorial,
or representational, images. In 1905, Fauvism emerged as a new painterly style
characterized by unnatural, garish colors that broke with the Impressionist tradition of more
natural palettes. Shortly thereafter, in 1907, Picasso and Braque established Cubism as an
artistic movement, which fractured the depicted subject into hard-edged shapes and
ushered in a new era of abstraction. Liberated from the artistic mandate to create

9Ibid.
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representational imagery, additional avant-garde movements followed swiftly across
Europe: Surrealism, Dada, Duchamp’s “Readymades,” the German Expressionists, etc.
In 1935 the German philosopher Walter Benjamin wrote his foundational essay,
“The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,” in which he argued that the
perceived value of an artwork is tied to its “aura,” an essence that could only be experienced
in person and could not be reproduced.10 He argued that the rise of mechanical production
in the creation and dissemination of images devalued the work of art and that the aura was
a kind of collective memory, inherent to the artistic object, that embodied its cultural,
political and aesthetic history and making.
With the outbreak of the World Wars across Europe, the art economy largely moved
abroad to the United States. While major patrons were still active (Carnegie, Frick,
Guggenheim, etc.), the spirit of capitalism led to the advent of auctions, as well as the
(now) traditional “white cube” gallery model and the rise of the art dealer not only as a
seller of objects, but also as a purveyor of taste. Art collecting proliferated as a marker of
social status and artworks became commodities.
The 1950’s were dominated by the Abstract Expressionist painters and heralded the
beginning of Leo Castelli’s reign as the most influential living art dealer, as well as the
ascension of pop art as championed by Warhol & Rauschenberg (and reflected by the “Mad
Men” advertising boom). Brian O’Dougherty, an art critic whose essays from the 1970s
comprise Inside the White Cube, explains:

10

Walter Benjamin. The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction, Penguin Books, London, 2008.
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Abstract Expressionist paintings followed the route of lateral expansion,
dropped off the frame, and gradually began to conceive the edge as a
structural unit through which the painting entered into a dialogue with
the wall beyond it. At this point the dealer and curator enter from the
wings. How they — in collaboration with the artist — presented these
works, contributed, in the late forties and fifties, to the definition of the
new painting.11

The 1960’s ushered in artistic genres that completely broke with spatial tradition,
eschewing the frame and even the wall: notable examples include Sol LeWitt’s conceptual
art, Donald Judd’s minimalism, Yayoi Kusama’s installation art, Yoko Ono’s performance
art, and the land art of Robert Smithson. Beginning in the 1970s, appropriation art, a kind
of remediation of adverts or other pre-existing images, rose to prominence, championed
first by conceptual artists such as Richard Prince and then expanded by the commercial
aspirations of Jeff Koons, who, ironically, was a stock-broker and financial trader prior to
pursuing his artistic ambitions full time. Around this same time, improvements in
telecommunications and computational finance brought about a revolution in banking and,
in the 1980s, the contemporary art market suddenly exploded. According to critic Tim
Schneider, writing in the 2019 Artnet market report, contemporary art only became
commercially attractive on the so-called “secondary market” during this period of massive
economic growth in the 1980s, meaning that, for the first time, contemporary artworks
were selling (and selling well) at auction.12 The “white cube” became the de facto norm for
all contemporary art galleries.

11

O’Dougherty, Inside the White Cube, 27.
The market then underwent a “correction” following the stock market crash of 1987. “Artnet Intelligence Report,”
Fall 2019. Edited by Andrew Goldstein and Julia Halperin. Visited November 10, 2019. www.artnet.com
12
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As described by O’Dougherty, this persisting trend was a physical construct
intended to amplify the “aura” of the artworks exhibited therein:
A gallery is constructed along laws as rigorous as those for building a
medieval church. The outside world must not come in, so windows are
usually sealed off. Walls are painted white. The ceiling becomes the
source of light. The wooden floor is polished so that you click along
clinically, or carpeted so that you pad soundlessly, resting the feet while
the eyes have at the wall. The art is free, as the saying used to go, to take
on its own life. The discrete desk may be the only piece of furniture. In
this context a standing ashtray becomes almost a sacred object, just as
the firehose in a modern museum looks not like a firehose but an esthetic
conundrum. Modernism's transposition of perception from life to formal
values is complete.13

During this period, a handful of contemporary art dealers (or “gallerists”) rose to
prominence: Larry Gagosian, Leo Castelli’s protege and heir apparent, and Mary Boone
among them. Basquiat, the prodigal painter whose graffiti-inspired canvases emerged
during the 1980s, in step with the rise of hip-hop and rap music, famously painted his first
solo show in Mary Boone’s basement in NYC; he also lived in Larry Gagosian’s garage in
LA for a period with his then-girlfriend, an aspiring singer with the stage name Madonna.
Basquiat’s career lasted less than a decade — he died from a drug overdose at the age of
27, but his market continues to show staggering returns (in 2017, Basquiat’s painting
Untitled sold at auction for $110 million; at the time it was the highest price ever paid at
auction for an American artist’s work14). Gagosian, who started by selling framed posters
on the sidewalk for a considerable mark-up, now operates more than a dozen white cube

13

O’Doherty, Inside The White Cube, 15.
“Basquiat Reigns Supreme At Evening Sale,” Sotheby’s.com, https://www.sothebys.com/en/slideshows/basquiatreigns-supreme-at-evening-sale#targetText=Achieving%20a%20record%2Dshattering%20%24110.5,
any%20artwork%20created%20after%201980 , visited November 10, 2019.
14
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galleries internationally and has a reported $1 billion in annual sales. (Mary Boone, on the
other hand, went to jail for tax evasion; she closed her gallery before turning herself in.)
In 1989 Artnet launched their digital price database as a centralized source of art
market analysis and metrics.15 In the 1990’s, as technology continued to advance, gallerists
and art dealers developed their own internal (password-protected) databases and
streamlined their sales processes: instead of mailing physical slides and transparencies by
post, they could simply forward jpegs of artworks via secure email servers to collectors
and would-be buyers. This sped up the art collecting process considerably, as eager
collectors no longer felt the need to see a work in person before purchasing, and the art
market continued to expand and accelerate.
Art fairs, previously considered unglamorous trade shows where dealers would
swap works between themselves, began to attract more and more independent collectors,
socialites, celebrities and hangers-on. The most important of these international fairs was
(and remains) Art Basel, which takes place for one week every summer in Basel,
Switzerland. In the early 2000’s, a prominent family of collectors and hoteliers, the Rubells
(the patriarch of which, Don, is the brother of Studio 54 proprietor Steve Rubell, whose
untimely death contributed to the Miami-Rubell’s considerable wealth), invited Sam
Keller, then the acting director of Art Basel, to their home base in Miami with a business
proposition in mind — they asked him to open a satellite Art Basel fair in Miami during the
first week of December, when the Florida weather is a welcome reprieve from more
northern climates. Their motivation was likely economic in nature — a crime wave of

15Andrew

Goldstein and Julia Halperin, Artnet Intelligence Report, Fall 2019. Visited November 10, 2019.
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robberies targeting tourists was having a negative impact on their hotels’ bottom lines and
an art fair would bring not only well-heeled gallerists (traditionally a privileged social class
in itself) to town, but also collectors and other high net worth individuals who would surely
boost the Miami economy.
The first Art Basel Miami was cancelled in the wake of the September 11th attacks.
It was postponed for one year and opened without incident in 2002. Since then, Art Basel
Miami Beach (ABMB) has transformed from a singular fair into a city-wide cultural
bonanza with more than a dozen “satellite” fairs of lesser stature, as well as countless VIP
parties and branded, luxury events. In the same amount of time, the number of international
art fairs has swelled to more than 250 per year16 (Art Basel also expanded east, establishing
Art Basel Hong Kong in 2013).

THE “LAST UNREGULATED FINANCIAL INDUSTRY” — ETHICS IN THE CAE
With so much action happening worldwide across the CAE, it appears that this is
the best time in history to be a practicing contemporary artist. However, widespread
abusive practices and unethical behavior plague the art market and, unfortunately, it’s the
artists who are most often victimized. Many galleries, especially smaller outfits with less
liquidity, effectively function as Ponzi schemes — money coming in from sales is often
used to pay other artists whose works had previously sold, meaning that an artist might sell
a piece through a gallery and not be paid on time, or ever. Most artists generally can’t

16

Ibid.
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afford to legally pursue monies owed to them, allowing this cycle to continue with almost
no repercussions to the gallerists or dealers.
Additionally, art collectors are often burned by forgeries. There is little to no
reassurance that a work of art created by a since-deceased artist is authentic. Provenance,
the chain of ownership that tracks an artwork from the artist’s studio, through a gallery
(where it is “consigned for sale”) and to a collector (via the invoice and, ideally, a “COA”
or certificate of authenticity), can be easily manipulated. The most notable example of this
in recent years was the incredible implosion of the Knoedler Gallery, which was founded
in New York City in 1846. In the early 2000s, the gallery sold a number of paintings by
Post-War modern masters (Pollock, DeKooning, Motherwell, etc.) to established collectors
for seven figure sums before it was revealed that these paintings were actually created by
a Chinese forger operating out of Queens, New York, and consigned to Knoedler by a
fraudulent dealer as authentic artworks. Many of these works were even authenticated by
certified appraisers before being ultimately verified as fakes. There is simply no proven
method to guarantee authenticity, leading many professional appraisers to refuse to testify
in court regarding disputed artworks, citing personal liability (in fact, both the Warhol
Foundation and the Basquiat foundation officially stopped authenticating works in 2012
due to legal expenses and liability concerns17).
In 2011, Knoedler Gallery declared bankruptcy and ceased operations. Several of
its high-level employees have since been implicated in the ensuing lawsuits, proving that

17Eileen Kinsella.”Basquiat Committee to Cease Authenticating Works,” ARTnews.com,
Originally published on 1/24/12. http://www.artnews.com/2012/01/24/basquiat-committee-to-cease-authenticatingworks/, visited October 11, 2019.
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even dealers and gallerists are susceptible to nefarious CAE actors. Reporting on the
Knoedler Gallery scandal in ARTnews, M.H. Miller writes:
The art market is notoriously opaque — the cliché is that it is the largest
unregulated industry in the world, besides guns and drugs. There are
certain rules, but chief among them is an almost pathological level of
discretion. There is little oversight, and players can get away with a lot
of ethically dubious behavior.18

Thus, the art market has also gained the (widely-accepted) reputation as “the last
unregulated financial market.”19 Prices are rarely published and are generally understood
to fluctuate relative to the status of the would-be buyer — a more “important collector” will
typically pay less for an artwork than an unknown collector. Because prices are rarely
published, art advisors and other independent dealers can inflate these prices before
offering an artwork to their clients, in order to pad their own commissions. There is no
licensing agency for art dealers and no governing body to oversee industry practices.
Unlike Hollywood talent agents, gallerists and dealers are not bonded. If a dealer sells a
work and flees in the night, the artist (or rightful owner of the sales proceeds) has little to
no recourse to recoup their losses.
Museums and institutions are typically granted at least a 20% discount on artwork
sales prices. If an artwork is acquired by a museum, that artist’s “stock” typically rises and
their entire body of work becomes more valuable. However, because many museum
trustees and board members are also private collectors with their own agendas, museums’

18 M.H. Miller, “The Big Fake: Behind the Scenes of Knoedler Gallery’s Downfall,” ARTnews.com, Originally
published on 04/25/16, http://www.artnews.com/2016/04/25/the-big-fake-behind-the-scenes-of-knoedler-gallerysdownfall/ Visited on November 10, 2019.
19 Michael Shnayerson, “Duel of the Mega Dealers”, Vanity Fair Magazine, April, 2019.
https://www.vanityfair.com/style/2019/03/duel-of-the-mega-dealers, visited October 11, 2019
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collecting (and exhibition) practices can be manipulated through board member/trustee
pressure in order to raise the value of their board members’ individual collections — it’s
the equivalent of maximizing shareholder stock value. Think “insider trading,” but with
cultural artefacts.
Due to the global expansion of the art industry and the liquid wealth of emerging
markets such as China, Brazil, Russia and the United Arab Emirates, awash with newlyminted millionaires and billionaires looking to solidify their social status through the caché
of the CAE, artworks have become increasingly attractive as investment vehicles,
essentially financial assets whose values are expected to appreciate over time.
“Speculators” are collectors who buy artworks by “trending” artists with the intention of
re-selling (or “flipping”) them either at auction or through private dealers on the secondary
market for a quick profit. Buy low and sell high, as the saying goes.
Gallerists fearful of speculators seeking to flip works at auction (which could tank
an artist’s entire career if they fail to sell), now include addendums to their invoices that
buyers must agree not to sell the work at auction for a specific number of years, as a socalled “condition of sale.” However, these sales terms are rarely enforced. Additionally,
savvy buyers with financial motivations for collecting have begun stockpiling artworks in
so-called freeports, storage facilities that operate outside the confines of domestic and
international tax regulators, allowing their investments to accrue value in climatecontrolled safe-havens, free from import duties and other expenses associated with
international logistics.

16

There is no way to track these artworks or verify their locations, or their actual
availability. That means that an unscrupulous dealer can offer an artwork to a client that is
not only not where they say it is, but might also not even be “for sale” (they could then
pocket the money and flee in the night). Much of Gagosian’s commercial success can be
attributed to his secondary market dealings: it’s alleged that he would photograph artworks
in his clients’ homes without their knowledge and offer said works to other clients for
outrageous prices. Once an offer came back, he would close the deal with the initial client,
who often couldn’t turn down the sum. “Nobody really needs a painting,” said Gagosian
in a Wall Street Journal interview from 2016. “It’s an act of collective faith what an object
is worth. Maintaining that value system is part of what a dealer does, not just making a
transaction but making sure that important art feels important.”20
One sure-fire way to guarantee that “important art feels important” is to manipulate
auction results through “chandelier bidding,” essentially bidding up prices at auction
through a proxy, so that an artist’s market is positively impacted. Price-fixing is illegal, but
it can be impossible to govern. One notable exception was the auction house scandal of the
1990s, in which the presidents of Christie’s and Sotheby’s were found guilty of setting up
secret meetings with each other in order to divvy up business, in clear violation of antitrust
laws. They would sit in the backseat of a limo on the tarmacs of international airports,
setting estimate prices and commission rates for artworks whose owners they were
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Elisa Lipsky-Karasz, “The Art Of Larry Gagosian’s Empire.” The Wall Street Journal. Originally
published on April 26, 2016 at 9:24 am ET. https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-art-of-larry-gagosiansempire-1461677075, visited November 10, 2019.
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supposedly competing for as clients, before retreating to their respective private jets and
flying back to their respective Manhattan offices.

THE DIGITAL RECKONING & ART IN THE TIME OF CORONAVIRUS
With so much market opacity and so little regulatory oversight, it’s unsurprising
that contemporary artists working in digital mediums, including video, are having difficulty
securing collector-support and, by extension, gallery representation and commercial
exposure. Digital artworks not only lack a physical form, but they can be easily reproduced
and broadly disseminated, thereby denigrating their “aura” and thus their market value, at
least in the Walter Benjamin-sense.
As mobile technology and cloud-based computing has become omnipresent, much
contemporary art today is actually digitally consumed, at least initially. In many ways, an
artwork’s digital footprint can correlate to the work’s monetary value, with Kusama and
Kaws being prime examples. Yayoi Kusama is a Japanese artist known for her use of polka
dots and mirrors, fixations that speak to her mental illness — she has lived most of her adult
life in an institution for the mentally ill, by choice. Kusama began making her “Infinity
Mirror Rooms” in the 1960s, but it wasn’t until the advent of Instagram that these
immersive, cosmic installations became a cultural phenomenon. Now, if Kusama has a
museum exhibition with an Infinity Mirror Room, it’s pretty much guaranteed that tickets
will sell out immediately, visitor lines will stretch around entire city blocks, and people
will often queue for hours just to enter the installation for one minute. And they do it all
for the Instagram selfie. Case in point, a New York Times review of Kusama’s 2017
18

exhibition at the Hirschhorn Gallery in Washington D.C. ran the headline, “Is that Kusama
selfie worth the wait?”21 Kusama’s cultural and market significance was undoubtedly
spurred on by the social media machine and now, at age 91, she is among the most
expensive living artists, meaning that her work has sold at auction for seven figures,
repeatedly. She joins a very short list of women who have achieved this commercial
milestone. Her success, however deserving, is very much indebted to the rise of social
media, which turned a deeply conceptual art series about the space-time continuum into a
cultural touchpoint and an accessible, immersive experience for the masses.
Kaws is another contemporary artist whose commercial ascension has been fueled
by social media. Born Brian Donnelly, Kaws’ career began with toys and other “lowbrow”
art forms that won him a massive following among a very niche demographic. His paintings
are mashups of well-known cartoons, including Sponge Bob Square Pants, and a cast of
characters that are his own invention, easily recognizable due to having Xs for eyes. Kaws’
paintings are brightly colored, hard-edged and rendered in a “super flat” style, first
popularized by Japanese artist Takashi Murakami. Super flat paintings translate really well
to the digital canvas, so Kaw’s work often looks better on Instagram than IRL (“in real
life”). With 3.1million Instagram followers, he is an “influencer” in his own right, but the
art world was still stunned when a Kaws painting sold at auction for $14 million in 2019.22
Somehow, Instagram effectively turned a heady conceptual artist into a pop superstar and
a lowbrow artist into the market darling of the highbrow art scene. In fact, Instagram has
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become the dominant distributed gallery for much of the current CAE. Many collectors
discover art for the first time in their social media feeds (there are simply too many
exhibitions, fairs and biennials to visit in person) and now these savvy collectors can
directly communicate with the artists to transact a sale, effectively cutting out the middleman, i.e. the gallerist/art dealer.
When the novel coronavirus (Covid-19) effectively brought the world to a standstill
in March 2020, the art world attempted to quickly pivot their programming to online
platforms. Museums furloughed staff and laid-off part time workers, while simultaneously
promoting virtual exhibitions and attempting to engage audiences via social media
challenges, some of which went “viral.” Galleries began ramping up their digital footprints
and some, such as the blue-chip gallery Koenig (Berlin/London/Tokyo), even resorted to
publishing artwork prices on their own websites (rather than on Artsy, the online art
marketplace that often publishes price ranges). The effects of Covid-19 on the art world
will be thoroughly discussed in the next chapter.
Even with the seeming “new normal” catalyzed by Covid-19, one persistent truth
remains — the bifurcation of the art world will continue to manifest across the virtual
landscape, just as it has across the physical. Much like e-commerce has eviscerated the
brick and mortar retail industry, the white cube gallery landscape has been increasingly
hollowed out by technological (and economic) developments, a reflection of the
increasingly unequal distribution of wealth observed across society as a whole. The 1% —
the Gagosians of the art world and beyond — are getting richer and richer and the rest are
barely surviving. In fact, during Art Basel Hong Kong’s online edition, “mega-galleries”
20

were reporting decent sales. Even (or perhaps especially) in a time of global pandemic,
neoliberalism reigns supreme.
It’s clear, then, that the act of making art has always been at odds with the act of
funding art, either through sales or fiscal patronage. What began as something sacred has
become profane in its currency-laden notion of “value.” Art, it can be argued, represents
two sides of the same coin — it can be a vessel for progressive ideals and still function as a
speculative financial asset — a commodity controlled by the global neoliberal elite for
personal profit gain. Altruism in art is a double-edged sword for artists because it often
leads directly to “biting the hand that feeds you.” The art world’s fundamental nature as a
two-faced network will be amplified as the CAE migrates to the digital arena, which itself
reflects the same embodied tension between progressive idealism and patriarchal
hegemony.
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CHAPTER 2: CORONAVIRUS & THE NEW VIRTUAL NORMAL
When the global coronavirus pandemic first erupted in the winter of 2019/2020,
museums were quick to close and self-quarantine, while international art fairs were
cancelled or postponed en masse. Tefaf Maastricht, one of the world’s oldest, longest (the
fair runs for seven days straight) and most conservative art fairs opened on March 7th as
planned but closed early on March 11th due to the virus. It was later revealed that the fair
may have created a surge in the spread of Covid-19, especially among members of the
CAE. On March 26th, The Art Newspaper published an article that detailed the outbreak:
At least 25 positive cases of coronavirus (Covid-19) have emerged
among exhibitors and visitors to this month’s Tefaf Maastricht fair in the
Netherlands, The Art Newspaper can report. The organisers of the fair,
which attracted 28,500 visitors, are now facing sharp criticism for
allowing a major international event of nearly 300 exhibitors to go ahead
as the virus spread across Europe...According to Tefaf participants who
have spoken to The Art Newspaper, between 23 and 35 exhibitors and
visitors may have contracted the virus at the event; some have since been
hospitalised, a number in intensive care.23

Art Basel Hong Kong (originally scheduled from March 25th - 27th) cancelled its live
event in the wake of the pandemic and moved to a digital format, swiftly launching a webbased platform where collectors could browse and purchase the art that would have been
on view.

23 Anna Brady, ”Tefaf Maastricht Comes Under Fire as Coronavirus Cases Surge Among the Fair’s Attendees”, The
Art Newspaper, March 26, 2020, https://www.theartnewspaper.com/news/tefaf-comes-under-fire-as-covid-19-casessurge, visited March 30, 2020.
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Some galleries reported decent sales, but Dominique Levy of the blue-chip gallery
Levy Gorvy bemoaned the digital format:
Art Basel Hong Kong online was a very interesting experiment because
I think what it showed us was that it doesn’t work...Everyone rushed to
see what it was, but it’s not friendly: you go on a website, you are forced
to look at art in a digital way. You aren’t having a conversation, you
aren’t having fun, you aren’t seeing your friends…. I think the only sales
that were made was when you made the outreach before. Therefore, you
don’t need an online art fair.”24

Indeed, when the fairs went virtual, social media was subsequently flooded with
links to gallery “online viewing rooms,” as well as memes reminding everyone that “online
viewing rooms are just websites.”25 With one third of the world on lockdown by March
26th 2020, the CAE entered full crisis mode. The Metropolitan Museum of Art announced
it would close until at least July 2020 and projected a $100 million loss.26 Mary Boone was
granted an early release from prison27 (where coronavirus was quickly spreading amongst
closely-boarded inmates), museums across the country cut staff or closed entirely28, and
the art world wrestled with its new virtual normal.
By the end of April 2020, over twenty-two million US citizens had filed for
unemployment benefits29, including countless artists and CAE workers — art handlers,

24 Eileen Kinsella & Tim Schneider, ”Price Check! Here‘s What Sold...“ Artnet.com, April 23, 2020, visited: April 27,
2020.
25 JiaJia Fei, Instagram post, April 21st, 2020. https://www.instagram.com/p/B9_14MCBt5d/ , Visited April 21, 2020.
26 Robin Pogrebin, “Met Museum Prepares for $100 Million Loss and Closure Till July,” The New York Times, March
18, 2020, https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/18/arts/design/met-museum-coronavirus-closure.html, visited April 10,
2020.
27 Nate Freeman, “Wet Paint: Mary Boone Angles for Early Release From Coronavirus-Ridden Prison…”, Artnet,
April 10, 2020, https://news.artnet.com/art-world/wet-paint-mary-boone-coronavirus-jail-1830681, visited April 11,
2020.
28 Domenica Bongiovanni, “Indianapolis Contemporary art museum shuts down, citing economic damage from
coronavirus,” Indianapolis Star, April 3, 2020, https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/indianapolis-contemporary-artmuseum-shuts-down-citing-economic-damage-from-coronavirus/ar-BB1284Dc, visited May 1, 2020.
29 “White House Offers Reopening Guidelines as U.S. Deaths Surge,” The New York Times, April 16, 2020,
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/16/us/coronavirus-cases-live-updates.html#link-34954882, visited April 17, 2020.
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gallery assistants, art fair workers, fine art shippers, etc. On March 27th, 2020, the US
government passed the CARES Act30 to provide economic relief to the nation. The bill
included a provision that every adult American would receive a $1,200 stimulus check.
The first payments arrived on April 16th, three weeks later. However, artists and other selfemployed workers reported difficulty accessing unemployment benefits (as their group was
usually not entitled to unemployment benefits at all). Additionally, the same day that the
stimulus checks arrived, it was announced that the small business loan program had hit its
$349 billion cap and was effectively out of funds. In late July, German critic Boris Pofalla
published an article in “Die Welt” that reported one third of American art museums fear
they may never reopen.31 By October 2020, the cultural industry’s economic crisis had not
improved.
Every country and cultural capital suffered drastic economic fallout as a result of
the pandemic, but the responses were varied. Berlin — a city known for its art scene
perhaps more than anything else (the Wall notwithstanding...no pun intended) — responded
with a 50 billion euro stimulus package dedicated to small businesses, including those selfemployed in the arts, offering individual grants of 5,000 euros (approx. $5,400).
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The

program was launched on April 27th, 2020 and “just five days after the application process
opened, Berlin’s government said it had already paid out more than $1.4 billion to more
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H.R. 748: Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act,https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/116/hr748,
visited July 2, 2020.
31 Boris Pofalla, “Es war einmal Amerika,” Die Welt, July 7, 2020, https://www.welt.de/kultur/plus211999385/ Kunstin-der-Krise-Es-war-einmal-Amerika.html, visited September 20, 2020.
32 Julia Jacobs, “Arts Groups, Facing Their Own Virus Crisis, Get a Piece of the Stimulus,” The New York Times,
March 24, 2020, https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/24/arts/coronavirus-arts-bailout.html, visited March 21, 2020.
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than 150,000 self-employed individuals or businesses with fewer than five employees.”33
What happened in Berlin, however, was an exception, “Authorities in Berlin, mindful of
the role that entrepreneurs and freelancers in the arts and other creative sectors play in the
city-state’s economy, were among the first in Germany to pledge financial assistance to
them.”34 (In fact, art galleries in Germany were allowed to reopen on April 20th, 2020,
considerably early relative to other countries.)35 The novel coronavirus hit the art world
especially hard because of the global, event-driven, and generally IRL nature of the CAE.
As fairs were cancelled and all “non-essential” businesses were shuttered, galleries and
artists saw their revenue streams bleed out across the wreckage.
In early April 2020, Pace Gallery CEO Marc Glimcher penned an article that was
published by ARTnews and widely circulated on social media. Pace was established in
1960 by Arne Glimcher (Marc’s father) and has long been considered one of the industry’s
“mega-galleries.” It currently operates ten locations worldwide, including a 75,000 sq. ft.
flagship gallery in New York City36, as well as spaces in London, Hong Kong, Seoul,
Geneva and Palo Alto.
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In his ARTnews article, Glimcher revealed that he himself had recently recovered
from the novel coronavirus before waxing lyrical about the evolving role of galleries in
light of the pandemic:
As gallerists, we are in the business of the future: the studio visit that
gets us thinking about a show, the client visit that gets us thinking about
an art fair booth, the meeting with our curatorial team that gets us
imagining some new book or performance. At the moment, we have no
choice but to be in the business of the present—and to reconsider the
viability of certain unsustainable practices: the pricing, the
overpromotion, the travel, the relentless catering to the lowest instincts
of speculators, the ballooning overheads, the mutually destructive
competition, the engineered auction records, and the desperate search for
capital to burn, just to prove that you can burn it. 37

A few days later, Pace Gallery furloughed more than 25 NYC-based employees, about a
quarter of its New York staff.38 It bears mentioning that, almost exactly one year prior (in
April 2019), Pace had announced their initiative PaceX, which sought to leverage the socalled “experiential economy” through partnerships with popular tech studios like Japan’s
TeamLab and the Dutch outfit known as Studio Drift, in which the gallery would sell
tickets, rather than art. In August 2020, Pace announced their new enterprise “Superblue,”
essentially an extension of PaceX, which is slated to open in Miami in December, 2020.39
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On April 9th, 2020, Hauser & Wirth, another mega-gallery (with locations in NYC,
Los Angeles, London, Zurich, St. Moritz, Hong Kong, and Somerset, UK) announced their
new initiative “Art Lab,” a digital residency program based at Hauser & Wirth, Los
Angeles, which the gallery defined in a newsletter as “our new research and innovation
arm exploring projects at the intersection of art and technology. The new division was
formed to create bespoke technology solutions for the most pressing issues in the art world,
including greater accessibility and sustainability.”40
To that end, Hauser & Wirth announced the launch of a VR exhibition modeling
tool they had developed in-house, known as HWVR, which would launch in late April
2020 with a “gallery of the future, Hauser & Wirth Menorca, allowing visitors a coveted
online preview of the art center they will be able to visit when it opens in 2021.” They also
reported that 10% of (the gross profit of) any sales from the HWVR exhibition would be
donated to the Covid-19 Solidarity Response Fund of the World Health Organization.
A few days after Hauser & Wirth’s announcement, two other blue-chip galleries
launched their own VR projects. In their report, ARTnews noted that, “To say that the race
for virtual exhibition alternatives has accelerated in recent weeks is an understatement at
best.”41 Massimo De Carlo, a gallery with branches in Milan (which suffered
disproportionately heavy losses due to the coronavirus), London and Hong Kong, launched
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Virtual Space (VSpace) with an “inaugural show” by artists John Armleder and Rob Pruitt.
VSpace is “a complete immersive walkable experience” that’s accessible through the
gallery’s website or an Oculus headset. According to Artnet, a statement from the gallery
touted the platform’s total flexibility to adapt to any exhibition scenario: “it is the first
space that depends upon the works of art, and not vice versa.”42
Lisson Gallery, a blue-chip powerhouse with locations in London, New York, and
Shanghai, released an AR app on April 23rd, 2020 that had reportedly been in production
for months and was thus well-timed when the pandemic broke. Lisson’s app is primarily a
sales tool — it allows collectors to view works in their own spaces (from a library of 100
available pieces), prior to purchase. Artnet also noted that Lisson “developed its initiative
with the software company Augment, whose app is already used by major consumer brands
such as Unilever, Coca-Cola, and Logitech.”43 Other galleries responded to the pandemic
with more conceptual forays into VR and AR. Johann König, one of Germany’s bestknown gallerists and a minted art world royal (his father Kaspar König is a venerated
curator and museum director, his uncle runs a prestigious art book publishing empire and
his brother is a secondary market dealer in NYC), announced the launch of his fourth
exhibition space, but first virtual gallery — König Digital.
König Galerie operates spaces in Berlin, London and Tokyo, but is known as a
Berlin gallery with a very German, uber-conceptual aesthetic (in fact, König only shows
conceptual art because a childhood accident left him mostly blind). The Berlin space is
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housed in a brutalist, concrete church known as St. Agnes. For the inaugural show of König
Digital, the gallery presented SURPRISINGLY THIS RATHER WORKS, by Manuel
Rossner, a member of the artist group Kollektiv Internet TBD, which “investigates the
effects of the Internet on society,” according to the König Digital website. SURPRISINGLY
THIS RATHER WORKS is part video game, part cultural commentary and part architectural
intervention. As the press release explains:
SURPRISINGLY THIS RATHER WORKS shows a series of digital
objects that form a parcours, which the visitor can explore by means of
an avatar. Rossner transforms the brutalist church St. Agnes into a
gaming environment inspired by the 1990s game show "American
Gladiators" and by so-called gyms that are used for cutting-edge research
in artificial intelligence by companies such as OpenAI in San
Francisco.44

Later in the summer of 2020, König Digital debuted “World Wide Webb,” a multiplayer video game by British artist and programmer Tom Webb. According to König
Digital curator Anika Meier, on “opening night” Webb’s game logged 5,000 visitors. The
site recorded a further 12,000 attendees over the entire opening weekend.45 Those numbers
are, quite frankly, staggering and far greater than any traditional opening in the physical
gallery space.
David Zwirner, yet another mega-gallery (and arguably one of the world’s top three
galleries) with numerous locations in New York and satellite spaces in London, Paris and
Hong Kong, took a different and more equitable approach to the pandemic. On April 30th,
2020, Zwirner opened their gallery’s website to smaller, more emerging NYC-based
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galleries, essentially sharing their digital traffic with the hopes of steering some attention
(and sales) from Zwirner’s prestigious and global clientele to the needier of their gallery
brethren. From the NY Observer:
David Zwirner gallery announced that they would be introducing a new
online resource called Platform: New York, which is a viewing room
hosted on David Zwirner’s website that will feature a focused
presentation of works from 12 independent New York City galleries,
including Essex Street, James Fuentes, 47 Canal and Magenta Plains.46

The Observer also noted that all Platform: New York sales inquiries would be
routed directly to the smaller galleries and that Zwirner would not be taking any sales
commissions or charging any fees for exposure on its website. Zwirner has always led by
example, being among the first galleries to build a partnership track and then populate it
mostly with women. While David Zwirner himself aligns with the traditional (read:
European and aristocratic) lineage of art dealers, his gallery recently made history when it
was announced in September 2020 that he would open an exhibition space staffed entirely
by Black employees, and which would only exhibit BIPOC art. In the wake of George
Floyd’s killing and the ensuing Black Lives Matter protests that gripped the US during the
summer of 2020, this move was applauded across the industry as a necessary and overdue
declaration of space for artists of color.47
When the news broke on April 17th, 2020, that Germany and Austria would reopen their galleries the following week, it was still unclear to what extent coronavirus
would impact global society, the art world included. Dealers, advisors and auction house

46 Helen Holmes, “NYC’s Small Galleries, Struggling Amid Coronavirus Closures, Get an Assist From David
Zwirner,” Observer, March 30, 2020, https://observer.com/2020/03/david-zwirner-online-platform-new-york-helpssmall-galleries/, visited April 4, 2020.
47 Robin Pogrebin, “A New Zwirner Gallery With an All-Black Staff,” The New York Times, Published Sept. 27, 2020,
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specialists reported a huge drop in business, with some exceptions. In early April,
Sotheby’s furloughed 12% off its workforce and Christie’s slashed salaries by 20%48;
however, “sources within Christie’s say that private sales are up 27 percent compared to
the first quarter of 2019.”49 On April 20th, Sotheby’s also reported that, “private sales
went up immediately as the crisis was hitting, and department head David Schrader said
that they have closed 30 deals in the last two weeks.”50 In a statement to The New York
Times, Amy Cappellazzo, chairwoman of the Fine Art division of Sotheby’s, said, “I’m
thinking really seriously about what the online experience is for our clients...In effect,
we’ve been in the live theater business. Now we’re segueing into what is more like live
streaming. The truth is, that revolution has been underway for some time.”51
Blue-chip galleries seem to be weathering the pandemic storm by adjusting their
sales strategies to meet the shifting market, either by cutting off “supply” or (on the flip
side) by ramping up offerings of limited editions by well-known artists, which tend to be
drastically more affordable than one-off artworks.
…the Artist Spotlight program at Gagosian makes available just one
work each week, and last Friday a new work by Sarah Sze sold for
$250,000. Some galleries, meanwhile, are taking the opposite approach,
and releasing editions in high numbers priced low in order to
crowdsource the buying. White Cube released 250 editions of a new
work by Harland Miller priced at £5,000 and they all sold in 24 hours...52
48
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As galleries, museums, art fairs and biennials race to get their digital presence up
to speed, the following outcomes are likely: Digital artist residencies will proliferate across
the museum and blue-chip gallery landscape; galleries will invest heavily in emerging tech
tools such as AR to increase their marketing efforts; the art fair circuit will contract; artists
will need to incorporate tech into their studio and exhibition practices to be considered
“relevant.”
The coronavirus has successfully spurred the art world’s rapid embrace of emerging
technology mediums — VR, AR and digital platforms. Suddenly, the aura MUST be
digitized. Otherwise, in life during lockdown, art has no viewers and thus ceases to exist.
Until the pandemic subsides and everyday life begins its healing process, the art world
must manifest online, it must be digitized. Many will suffer during this time — businesses
will close, estates will be bankrupted and lives will be lost. How this historical moment
will be reflected by the artists, those currently bearing witness to a world event unlike any
we’ve known in more than a hundred years, won’t be fully processed for decades to come.
In the fog of pandemic, it’s impossible to see the forest through the trees; but, one thing is
clear — the CAE’s digital revolution was just thrust into maximum overdrive, practically
overnight.53 Now, in the time of coronavirus, the art world’s very survival depends on a
new philosophy — digitize the aura, or die.
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CHAPTER 3: THEORY
Art and the myriad activities that have come to be known as “tech” have strikingly
similar origins, as well as parallel agendas. Both art and technology seek to “reveal”
something to humankind, and both do so as conduits for self-expression and human
creativity. According to philosopher Martin Heidegger, the essence of art and the essence
of technology have been intertwined since the advent of philosophical thought in ancient
Greece. In his essay, “The Question Concerning Technology” (first published in German
in 1954), Heidegger points out that the word technology actually has its roots in the same
linguistic concept as the fine arts, namely techne:
The word stems from the Greek. Technikon means that which belongs to
techne….techne is the name not only for the activities and skills of the
craftsman, but also for the arts of the mind and the fine arts. Techne
belongs to bringing-forth, to poiesis; it is something poietic.54

Poiesis can be simply defined as an “activity in which a person brings something
into being that did not exist before."55 Heidegger understands the poietic as an act of human
creation, akin to poetry, that “brings-forth” or reveals something inherent to the human
condition. Thus the act of “bringing forth” is, for Heidegger, central to the “essence” of art,
“Regarded in terms of its essence, art is a consecration and a refuge in which the real

54 Martin Heidegger. The Question Concerning Technology, And Other Essays. English translation by Harper & Row,
Publishers, NY, 1977. Pp 12 -13.
55 Donald Polkinghorne, Practice and the Human Sciences: The Case for a Judgement-Based Practice of Care, SUNY
Press, 2004, p. 115.
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bestows its long-hidden splendor upon man ever anew, that in such light he may see more
purely and hear more clearly what addresses itself to his essence.”56
This philosophical mandate of the fine arts has surfaced throughout Western
history, championed not only by critics, scholars and theorists, but also by artists
themselves (with varying degrees of irony). An iconic example is conceptual artist Bruce
Nauman’s infamous 1967 neon work “The True Artist Helps the World by Revealing Mystic
Truths,” which rendered this exact sentence in a spiral form, thereby uniting an ancient
symbol (the spiral) with an enduring metaphysical doctrine (the statement) in a uniquely
modern and technological medium (the neon). According to Heidegger, revealing truths,
mystic or otherwise, is also the purpose of technology, even more so than its function as
technique or a tool. “Technology is therefore no mere means,” he writes. “Technology is a
way of revealing…It is the realm of revealing, i.e., of truth.”57 Heidegger further excavates
the “essence” of art and technology by stating:
Once there was a time when it was not technology alone that bore the
name techne. Once that revealing that brings forth truth into the splendor
of radiant appearing also was called techne. Once there was a time when
the bringing-forth of the true into the beautiful was called techne. And
the poiesis of the fine arts also was called techne.”58

By tracing the linguistic origins of both art and technology back to the same root,
Heidegger contextualizes these fields as metaphysically symbiotic. Heidegger also predicts
the evolution of technology will result in its increasing acceleration:
…the frenziedness of technology may entrench itself everywhere to such
an extent that someday, throughout everything technological, the essence
of technology may come to presence in the coming-to-pass of truth.
56
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Because the essence of technology is nothing technological, essential
reflection upon technology and decisive confrontation with it must
happen in a realm that is, on the one hand, akin to the essence of
technology and, on the other, fundamentally different from it. Such a
realm is art.59

Walter Benjamin’s 1935 essay, “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical
Reproduction,” also explored the “essence” of an artwork. Benjamin described the “aura”
of a work of art as its most essential attribute, inexorably linked to its authenticity (or the
history of its making), as well as to its provenance, or the history of its ownership.
Benjamin summarizes the aura as an artwork’s “presence in time and space, its unique
existence at the place where it happens to be. This unique existence of the work of art
determined the history to which it was subject throughout the time of its existence.” He
goes on to add two very important attributes, namely “condition” and “provenance,” by
stating, “This includes the changes which it may have suffered in physical condition over
the years as well as the various changes in its ownership.”60 61
Like Heidegger, Benjamin traced the roots of artistic expression to something
spiritual and intangible. “We know that the earliest artworks originated in the service of a
ritual — first the magical, then the religious kind,” writes Benjamin. These rituals would
have been the cult activities of the cave, and then the church. “It is significant that the
existence of the work of art with reference to its aura is never entirely separated from its
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ritual function,” declares Benjamin. In his assessment, “The unique value of the ‘authentic’
work of art has its basis in ritual, the location of its original use value.”62 Similarly,
Heidegger asserted that:
In Greece, at the outset of the destining of the West, the arts soared to
the supreme height of the revealing granted to them. They brought the
presence [Gegenwart] of the gods, brought the dialogue of the divine and
human destinings, to radiance. And art was simply called techne. It was
a single, manifold revealing. It was pious, promos, i.e., yielding to the
holding-sway and the safekeeping of truth. The arts were not derived
from the artistic. Art works were not enjoyed aesthetically. Art was not
a sector of cultural activity.63

Ultimately, Heidegger argues that the arts were not mere entertainment, they were
vessels for spiritual contemplation and metaphysical emergence. To Heidegger, “a sector
of cultural activity” implies a kind of industry or utilitarianism meant to service cultural
enterprise. This transformation is precisely what Benjamin sought to convey in his essay,
namely that the act of technological reproduction degraded the aura of the artwork to the
point where it (i.e. the artwork) became, at best, an opiate for the masses (such as cinema),
devoid of spiritual substance, and, at worst, full-blown propaganda.
Benjamin’s observations are routinely invoked by the CAE, the aura especially.
There seems to be consensus among the CAE elite that Benjamin hit the proverbial nail on
the head. That being said, Benjamin also designated “authenticity” as a central component
to the aura. In a post-internet world, the embodiment of authenticity becomes a critical
pillar of all economies, and subject to the online court of public opinion, for the entire
world to judge. When Benjamin invoked “the cult” as the true audience of an artwork, one
bound to ritual worship, he was predicting the rise of influencer culture that would come
62Walter
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to dominate the age of social media, with its “followers,” “likes” and “shares.” (This
development will be discussed in more detail later in this chapter.)

COMPUTATIONAL THEORY & CYBERNETICS
In Critique of the Power of Judgment, Immanuel Kant defines art as possessing
distinct requisites, specifically: imagination, understanding, soul and taste.64 By Kant’s
logic, these are the basic conditions that must be met in order for an object to be deemed a
work of art. The logic is relatively linear, giving distinctive parameters to an abstract
concept so that, when manifested in physical form, it can be recognized, classified and
added to the lexicon; in this case, the art historical canon. Of course, the basic conditions
themselves are open to interpretation — one man’s “taste” is another man’s “trash” and so
on. Moreover, these conditions are intrinsically tied to a hegemonic perspective, revealing
a geo-cultural bias wrapped up in religious iconography. For example, representational and
figurative art (such as portraiture) in Western culture arose mainly from religious
depictions of Jesus and his disciples, while in the Eastern religion of Islam, representational
art is generally considered idolatry and therefore haram (or forbidden under Islamic law).
Consequently, geometric abstraction and calligraphy are the predominant art forms in
Islamic cultures. Any hierarchy of images/symbols is therefore by no means universal and
thus Kant’s distillation of “taste” only works within a cultural monolith.
Kant has also been a significant philosopher for computational theory, as computer
scientists attempt to order and classify human cognitive processes as a means of
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architecting computational information hierarchies. However, the human network driving
computation and the tech industry has evolved in keeping with the patriarchy’s established
conventions. The majority of the field, both commercial and academic, is populated by
white cis-gendered males, mirroring the hegemony of elite (neoliberal) Western society. In
the same way that white men dominate the field of philosophy, telling us why and how we
think, white men have programmed technology to “think for us” based on their own
cognitive monopoly. Because the programmers’ code is mostly hidden, these layers of
influence remain veiled.
We conveniently forget about the human being behind the processor and we accept
the processor as computing as if by magic. As science-fiction writer and futurist Arthur C.
Clarke (author of 2001: A Space Odyssey, among other iconic works) famously observed,
“Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic.”65 But that is a
fallacy. As Westerners, we assume the internet is universal, forgetting that China has its
own internet, one that conforms to its own socio-political ideology. Native English
speakers take for granted that most computer programming languages are based on the
English language and not on Russian, or Farsi. What that translates to, however, is a kind
of digital colonialism where the dominant language (or some other cultural construct)
becomes the rule, based on the arbitrary characteristics of its “creator.” This leads to a
winner-take-all race, in which the dominant platform, programming language, or other
digital product becomes the industry standard. Once the parameters are set by the creator,
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including the Ursprache (origin language) of the code itself, these digital systems can be
unleashed across the internet, where they construct new social paradigms within the virtual
sphere of cyberspace.
Cybernetics, as previously defined, is a science that organizes the communication
flow and “automatic control systems” in both living beings and machines. Norbert Wiener,
the “father of cybernetics,” coined the term in his 1948 book of the same title. Since then,
a number of alternative definitions have been published, some more nuanced than others.
When considering the cybernetics of tech in relation to the networks of the CAE, it helps
to reframe the definition of cybernetics as “the art of interaction in dynamic networks,” as
it was described by legendary new media curator Roy Ascott. Add to that Louis
Kauffman’s (President of the American Society for Cybernetics) definition: "The study of
systems and processes that interact with themselves and produce themselves from
themselves,” as well as “The science and art of the understanding of understanding,” from
Rodney E. Donaldson, (the first president of the American Society for Cybernetics) and
the abstract, metaphysical meaning of cybernetics begins to take shape.66 Cybernetics can
thus be understood as a science, but also as an art.
Cybernetics attempts to reveal the organization of information as it is passed around
a network, as well as the triggers which enable it to move from one part of the network to
another. This is a computational theory that also builds on Kant’s theories of apperception,
or how human cognition, i.e. thinking and processing, is structured. Apperception generally
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takes into account all preceding experience and knowledge as a context in which new
information is processed and qualitative values assigned.67 It is more or less the basis for
the “while loop,” a computational method in which a computing program cycles through
information until a particular condition is met before moving on to the next “command” or
“function.” Because computers are programmed by humans and, generally-speaking, for
humans, there’s been a considerable vested interest in making computational processes
function like the human brain (or at least how we humans believe that it functions).
Language processing, prediction scales and pattern identification are all core components
of both human and machine learning. For example, if someone yells “Fire!” we, as humans,
can use our language processing to realize someone is trying to warn us of fire, we can use
our prediction skills to infer that our safety is in danger (because fire is harmful for humans)
and we can identify a pattern, either smoke plumes or actual flames (which we have likely
seen before sometime in our life), to conclude that the threat of fire is imminent. How these
functions — language processing, prediction scales and pattern identification — are then
applied to and employed by a network, whether digital or IRL, is the basis of cybernetics.

LINGUISTIC COLONIZATION IN ART VS. TECH
The CAE, Tech and the Economy, writ large, each exhibit cybernetic autopoieses,
meaning that they are each networked systems capable of reproducing and maintaining
themselves.68 Autopoiesis has been defined “as the ratio between the complexity of a
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system and the complexity of its environment.”69 It bears mentioning that both the CAE
and Tech have developed their own languages, each with its own syntax, vernacular and
narrative mythologies. Within the CAE, a broadly adopted “common language” has
emerged, known informally as “International Art English” (IAE). Coined in 2012 by
sociologist Dr. Alix Rule and artist David Levine in the digital publication Triple Canopy,
IAE attempts to provide an epistemological framework to the lexicon of contemporary art
criticism. According to Rule and Levine, “The language we use for writing about art is
oddly pornographic: We know it when we see it.”70
Computer science, meanwhile, is literally comprised of invented languages, i.e.
JavaScript, C++, Python, Processing, and so on. More than one third of the 8,500+ unique
programming languages currently on record are based in the English language, including
languages that were developed in non-English speaking countries, but which adopted
English as a semantic basis in order to appeal to a wider audience (such as Python, which
was developed in the Netherlands).71 Thus, English has emerged as the dominant (if not
the “common”) language in tech, just as IAE is the dominant language in Art.
In modeling their theory of IAE, Rule and Levine based their linguistic analysis on
the digital press releases published by the online listserv e-flux, which they aptly describe
as “the art world’s flagship digital institution.”72 E-flux sends out approximately three
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announcements every day via email on contemporary art events taking place worldwide.
Rule and Levine note that, far from a digital deluge, “e-flux channels the art world’s
aspirations so perfectly: You must pay to send out an announcement and not every
submission is accepted. Like everything the art world values, e-flux is curated.”73 Without
the internet, e-flux would not exist. However, that’s not to say that without e-flux, IAE
would not exist. Without question, IAE emerged on an international scale and accelerated
in its autopoesis due to both the volume and frequency of its usage, as spurred by the
internet which virtually (and semantically) connected the global CAE like never before. As
such, IAE has become a self-reinforcing language. It is a study in emergence and
complexity within itself.
The CAE is built on IAE: what is written, about whom and by whom, can carry a
great deal of power in determining not only what art, but also whose art, receives enough
exposure that it’s elevated and inscribed into the art historical cannon. This is the ultimate
goal of any artist and can be summed up in one word: immortality. However, countless
artists remain invested in the CAE despite receiving no promise of market validation,
critical recognition or historical significance. As such, their continued investment, as well
as their artistic output, operate outside of any predictive model or probability scale. Simply
put, artists and the art they produce are unpredictable, even if they tend to follow certain
socio-cultural patterns. We can only predict that the CAE will continue to exist as a niche
market and, as technology advances, this market will become increasingly complex,
international, decentralized and digitized (or “dematerialized”).
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ECONOMIC THEORY
A revolution in computation and our society’s increasing ability to program
technology so that it not only mimics, but vastly outpaces human cognition, has led to a
revolution in market hierarchies. Simply stated, tech has shifted the power structures that
comprise the economy’s highest echelons. Much economic theory is informed by the
writings of Karl Marx and Friedrich Engles. What is known today as “Marxism,” however,
is based on Karl Marx’s theories as laid out in his text The German Ideology from 1845.
These theories have been collectively labeled as “historical materialism” because they
argue that history is a result of man’s material conditions, rather than abstract morals or
ideals.74 Said material conditions are simply another term for that which man produces, the
fruits of his labor so-to-speak, as well as the social relations that enable such production to
take place.
Marxism contends that communist and socialist organization is the only paradigm
possible for the survival of the human race because production is not only a matter of the
tools and technologies available to any given society at any given time, but also a matter
of that society’s ability to construct social relations around said forces of production. In
Marx’s view, every society’s reigning class will ultimately be revolted against and, if the
revolt is successful, replaced. Feudalism and inherited aristocracy were thus replaced by
the nation-state and the bourgeois, who were eventually able to wrestle enough economic
influence away from the nobility through commercial trade and the production of
74
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commodities to become the reigning class. The bourgeois, in turn, reign over the
proletariat, the workers who actually manufacture commodities, leading to a class struggle
that is cyclical in nature. With the advent of globalism, many workers are now completely
removed from production and manufacturing. Rather, they work in fulfillment roles or in
the so-called “gig economy,” which is the most precarious of all employment and includes
no benefits such as health insurance. These gig workers are the new proletariat and the tech
giants – Bill Gates, Mark Zuckerberg, etc. — are the new reigning class, having usurped
power (and capital) away from the titans of industry who ruled society for the last two
centuries.
So could it be that we are entering a new phase, that of “historical
dematerialization”? Workers may no longer be manufacturing products, but they are still
working in the virtual space of the internet. The mining of “user data” by tech companies
makes us all proletariats of some degree. Our commodity is ourselves; our personal data,
and by extension our online behavior, is transcoded into metrics, which form the new basis
of exchange in the 21st century’s dematerialized economy. This new economy, however,
cannot function without the social element. Facebook’s market dominance is due to its
number of users (2.7 billion monthly users in 2020 Q275), it literally would not exist without
the social relations of its proletariat “user” work force. In many ways, social media is the
virtual (i.e. dematerialized) manifestation of Karl Marx’s theories.
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Like all other economic networks, the art market has accelerated alongside tech and
the rise of social media. Social media is both a marketplace and a spectacle, making it one
of the most aggressive economic inventions in history. It literally demands that users
participate, through constant notifications and other psychological triggers designed to
keep workers logging on and scrolling through their feeds. In this way, social media
embodies philosopher Guy Debord’s theses, collectively entitled “Society of the
Spectacle.” Written in 1967, Debord’s theory practically predicted the invention of
Instagram. “The spectacle,” Debord writes, “is not a collection of images, but a social
relation among people, mediated by images.”76 He later goes on to explain that, “This is
the principle of commodity fetishism, the domination of society by ‘intangible as well as
tangible things,’ which reaches its absolute fulfillment in the spectacle, where the tangible
world is replaced by a selection of images which exist above it...”77 However, with the
advent of the internet, this “selection” of images has grown to a deluge so powerful that
society is literally drowning in it, all day, every day. Filtering through the images, the
headlines, the constant stream of information and the 24hr news cycle the internet and
social media disseminate is exhausting for everyone. Human beings only have so much
“bandwidth,” to borrow a term from computer science. We must constantly decide what to
pay attention to and what to ignore, or else we would simply stop processing the incessant
flow of imagery and intel that assaults us on a daily basis.
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The “attention economy” is a term coined by technology investor and
businesswoman Esther Dyson to describe the shifting economics of a cybernetic world. In
her 2012 article, “The Rise of the Attention Economy,” she states, “This attention economy
is not the intention economy beloved of vendors, who grab consumers’ attention in order
to sell them something. Rather, attention here has its own intrinsic, non-monetizable
value.”78 Her observations have been embraced by the tech community, although
monetizing attention has become Silicon Valley’s ethical conundrum, with social media
influencers hawking products, mantras and lifestyles to their followers for profit gain.
“Influencers” are people (or bots) with large online followings have created sub-markets
within the attention economy, monetizing their social media feeds by promoting various
companies and/or products on a pay-for-post basis. Some influencers, such as Kendall
Jenner (140+ million followers on Instagram) receive up to $250,000 for a single
promotional post. In general, “attention“ has become a commodity in its own right, one
that is scarce (in the sense that humans only have a certain magnitude of attention and
therefore must ration it daily) and one that can translate to economic prosperity. Many
argue that the attention economy is the natural outcome of a society that is advanced
enough to have solved issues of production and therefore can turn its energy away from
industrial manufacturing and towards manufacturing of a more aesthetic nature — the
production and digital curation of the self. This aligns with Debord’s argument that, “The
spectacle’s form and content are identically the total justification of the existing system’s
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conditions and goals. The spectacle is also the permanent presence of this justification,
since it occupies the main part of the time lived outside of modern production.”79
Now that the workers, in the Marxist sense, have agency to develop their own
commodity — i.e. themselves — the fundamental nature of economic power dynamics have
been transformed. The flip side of this coin is that the workers themselves also become a
commodity by their sheer consumption of the images and information circulating online.
As the saying in Silicon Valley goes, “If you aren’t paying for the product, you ARE the
product.” Social media is “free,” meaning there’s no cost to the user when they log into the
“product” (be it Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, etc.) Rather, the user’s attention is
commodified, tracked through their page views, likes, shares and other actions that these
social media tech companies can then package and sell to marketing firms and other
agencies. The goal is to predict attention (and, by extension, to predict behavior), so that it
may ultimately be manufactured, meaning that if I know a certain image is going to result
in a certain number of clicks, then I have successfully hacked “the attention economy.”

MAPPING NEW VALUE PROPOSITIONS IN THE CAE
In 2017, The Economist announced that data had replaced oil as the world’s most
valuable resource.80 This statement is significant for the CAE because Art reflects the
values of a society at any given time — whether social, spiritual or materialistic. One can
thus infer that digital art will continue to gain both popularity and influence, two key factors
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in the monetization of cultural production. The exchange of value encompassed by the sale
of a traditional (i.e. physical) artwork, an economic transaction most transparent when art
is sold at auction, is practically alchemical. An objectively non-functional object is
transformed into currency, and vice versa.
The amount of currency deemed equivalent to any given art object at any given
time is influenced however by a spectrum of “truths,” some rational (i.e., other works by
this artist have previously sold for X), others historical (i.e. this artwork previously hung
in the estate of X, or this artwork is widely recognized as having ushered in a revolution in
aesthetics, etc.), still others deeply personal (i.e. this artwork reminds me of my
mother/father/childhood/etc.). Ultimately, a work of art’s value is equivalent to how much
any individual (or entity) is willing to spend on it, but these factors can be influenced by a
wide range of variables, some relatively predictable, others not so much.
Scarcity and provenance are two conditions that increase the value of an artwork
object in a material economy. In a dematerialized and digital economy, one that
commodifies attention, value is driven more by “going viral”: the more eyeballs, the more
clicks/shares/likes, the more influence a work of art is perceived as having, the more value
we associate with it. Digital society has replaced “masterpieces” with memes as the apex
of cultural production.
Memes are street art’s heir apparent. The original memes were created offline and
posted across the urban landscape as wheat paste-ups, stickers and stenciled icons, outside
the confines of the white cube gallery matrix. In that way, street art offers a presumptive
model of what we can expect from digital art in the coming decades. Street art really began
48

as graffiti in the 1980s (think Basquiat and Haring) but evolved in the early 1990s and
2000s into the genre as it’s understood today (most notoriously embodied by the
anonymous artist known as Banksy).
Shepard Fairey’s “Andre the Giant has a posse” and “Obey” posters are among the
original IRL memes. They went viral across America’s cities in the 1990s (while Fairey
was still an undergraduate at RISD), surfacing on billboards, street lights, mailboxes, old
factories, new condos, in subway stations and dive bar bathroom doors, the collective
action of many “foot soldiers” virtue signaling IRL and in public space, often illegally.
“Virtue signaling” is defined by the Oxford dictionary as “the action or practice of publicly
expressing opinions or sentiments intended to demonstrate one’s good character or the
moral correctness of one’s position on a particular issue.”81 As a means of virtue signaling,
Shepard Fairey’s Obey brand covers all the bases: a simplified and ironic socio-political
message in an immediately recognizable graphic style (read: branded), featuring a celebrity
character (Andre the Giant) or “influencer.”
Street artists generally don’t follow the scarcity model in their specific art market.
The business model for almost all street artists is to gain a wide following through their
urban activities (which are rendered largely unsellable by their public, illegal and
ephemeral nature) and then sell limited edition prints that convey the same message, which
can be priced at lower intervals and thus acquired by “normal” consumers (the 99%, rather
than the 1%). This is a more distributed economic network that has propagated outside of
the traditional gallery system and has accelerated with the rise of social media, the selfie
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and online virtue signaling. As the digital art market grows, especially in a post-pandemic
world, the economics of art will likely pivot to embrace this model, which is already
happening in the financial (read: economic) sector, most visibly through distributed ledger
technology, i.e. blockchain.
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CHAPTER 4: PRACTICE
Digital art takes many forms, but one form to emerge more recently across the CAE
is that of the forensic digital archivist, which itself is really just a kind of activism, one that
tends to be data driven. The internet provides a virtual space for communities to aggregate
around topics as varied as institutional critique, social injustice, cultural heritage and art
world ethics. When the #MeToo movement went viral on Twitter in 2017, no one predicted
the dozens of Google drives that would be launched in its wake. #MeToo is a feminist
social movement that seeks to hold sexual harassers, abusers and predators accountable for
their actions by exposing them online. Google drive is a cloud-based file storage app that
allows for files to be accessed and viewed by anyone who has a link.
After #MeToo reached peak internet saturation, there was a link to a google sheet
for “shitty media men” about sexual harassment in the publishing and media industry that
immediately went viral, a google sheet for “museum salaries” that showed how little
museum admins are compensated; and, following George Floyd’s death at the hands of
police officers, links to google folders full of anti-racist literature and radical Black
philosophers being circulated on social media. This is the utopian ideal of the internet
manifest: marginalized and oppressed communities finding strength in numbers online,
exchanging knowledge sources and resources, and exposing misdoings, all with the relative
identity protection of online anonymity.
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Other artists are deconstructing the concept of value as a means of institutional
critique and using the internet to spread their gospel, to find their cult in the Walter
Benjamin sense of the word. One such artist group is a Brooklyn-based collective that goes
by the moniker MSCHF. The collective first made headlines when they auctioned off a
computer that was infected with six viruses, or malware, that has caused “financial
damages totaling $95B,” according to the project’s website82. Entitled The Persistence of
Chaos, the computer sold for $1.3 million in May of 2019. MSCHF “drops” a new limited
edition or work bi-monthly, meaning twice a month they publish a new artwork online for
sale. Their offerings have a tendency to go viral. In May 2020, the group bought a Damien
Hirst “Spot print”, usually valued around $30,000. MSCHF cut the print into individual
spots and sold them one by one, ultimately earning a $261,000 profit from the stunt, which
they entitled “88 Holes.”83 As a critique of the art market’s climate of brazen speculation,
the work is intended as both a prank as well as a proof of concept, “Art valuation is largely
a function of attention,” as one member of the collective said.84
Another artist working to expose the dark side of the art market is Paolo Cirio, who
pirated a decade’s worth of auction results to create his series “Art Derivatives.” In an
article from July 2020, the artist explains that the impetus behind the work was to raise
awareness and spur regulation of the secondary art market. “Auction houses are rigged by
manipulation and secrecy, therefore everyone should pirate them and exploit their inflated
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prices,” reads the project’s mission statement. Cirio took images of the works that sold at
auction and created small reproduction prints, which he then overlaid with the price
realized by the work at auction.
Each work by Cirio is priced at 1/100,000th of the work’s auction house sales price.
Thus, a copy of Kerry James Marshall’s painting Past Times, which the rapper Ditty
purchased from Sotheby’s for approx. $21 million in 2018, has the artwork’s “hammer
price” listed across the composition and is available for $210. As an institutional critique,
however, this series is lacking in nuance. The resulting artworks look cheap because they
are. Moreover, using a Kerry James Marshall painting as an example of a speculators’ art
market gone awry falls short of its target. The iconic sale of a Black artist’s work at auction
for eight figures was literally historical. The fact that it was acquired by a Black
entrepreneur made it even more so. The derivative nature of Cirio’s concept may be solid,
but its execution is just sloppy and superficial, especially when compared to MSCHF’s
institutional critique of artwork valuation. Whereas Cirio is looking for his own market
validation through this project, MSCHF’s “88 Holes” reveals a deeper understanding of art
world celebrity, what counts as “iconic” contemporary art in the attention economy, and
the secondary market mechanisms that keep the wheels of art commerce spinning.
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THE GOOD
On the flip side of the institutional critique coin is Codeofaquisitions.org, which is
less concerned with market metrics and more concerned with workplace ethics,
exemplifying the emerging social/data-driven activism trend across the CAE. The web
platform was initiated by Burak Arıkan and Ahmet Öğüt, both conceptual artists with
Turkish roots. Ahmet Öğüt is Kurdish-Turkish artist who grew up in war-torn Diyarbakir
and is now based in Amsterdam and Berlin. Öğüt’s venerable practice spans new media,
research, video and installation. Creative Time, the New York-based non-profit, describes
him as “an internationally-renowned sociocultural initiator and conceptual artist.”85 In
2005, at the tender age of twenty-four, his video work was screened at the prestigious
Sculpture Center in New York City. Three years later, he was included in a group show at
the Tate Modern in London. He’s since exhibited at dozens of influential museums such as
ZKM in Karlsruhe, Palais de Tokyo in Paris, The Metropolitan Museum of Art in New
York City, and the Seoul Museum of Art in South Korea. Additionally, he’s won important
grants and awards, among them the Mondriaan Fond’s Stipendium for Established Artists
in the Netherlands (awarded 2019), and held academic positions at numerous universities,
such as the Finnish Academy of Fine Arts in Helsinki.
Burak Arıkan is also Turkish, educated in Istanbul (where he received his BA
degree in civil engineering and a MA degree in visual design), and now divides his time
between Istanbul and New York City. Following his studies in Istanbul, Arıkan completed
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a master's degree from the MIT Media Laboratory in the Physical Language Workshop
(PLW) where he studied under John Maeda. His work is highly digital and investigates
complex social systems, networks and agendas; Arıkan “develops his findings into abstract
machinery, which generates network maps and algorithmic interfaces, results in
performances, and procreates predictions to render inherent power relationships visible and
discussable,” according to his website.
In addition to his art practice, he is also the founder of Graph Commons, a
collaborative online platform for mapping and sharing data-networks. Arıkan’s work has
been exhibited at numerous prestigious venues, including: the Museum of Modern Art,
New York; the Venice Architecture Biennale; the São Paulo Biennial; Ars Electronica in
Linz; KW Institute for Contemporary Art, Berlin; the Tokyo Museum of Contemporary
Art; and Borusan Contemporary in Istanbul, among others.
Arıkan and Öğüt launched Codeofacquisitions.org in October 2019. The selfproclaimed purpose of the site is to “expose the good and bad practices of art institutions
and galleries based on published policies as well as cases of misconduct and abuse, where
artists are not paid, not told the truth after sales, or did not get back their works.”86 Visitors
to the site can see a circular graph which connects “good” and “bad” parties to a central
column of behaviors; examples include copyright infringement and personal gain. In
response to accusations of unverified verdicts shortly after launching the site, Öğüt wrote
a Facebook post, which asserted the platform’s due diligence:
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This is not a random platform and it’s not publishing anything submitted
without verification. We started by codifying and indexing the existing
code of ethics from published policies of art institutions. We aim to
collect cases of abuse and misconduct with evidence or attributable to a
reliable published source. We integrate information from existing
initiatives who have been publicizing such cases. We focus on the
institutions, not names of the individuals and how the stories match the
ethic codes. Any unfair and personal attack is disputed during the
verification process and by counter evidence.87

Codeofaquisitions.org represents a burgeoning trend, accelerated by the #MeToo
era, of holding institutions (and individuals) accountable for their behavior through online
publishing and digital exposure. In general, this kind of digital accounting is an effective
strategy to combat social injustice, offering a platform to those who feel they have no
visibility, no legal recourse and no leverage.
Codeofacquisitions.org is managed by Arıkan and Öğüt, but also works with an
evaluation committee, which the website describes as “a committee of fact-checkers
including lawyers, artists, gallerists, curators and other art workers” who “review and
evaluate the submitted cases.”88 Since the site’s launch, it has expanded to include
methodological specifications, likely in response to the volume of submissions and
increasing liability concerns (i.e. potential litigation from parties named on the site).
Among the eighteen “sister initiatives” are the groups “Arts of the Working Class,”
“Future Climates,” “Decolonize This Place,” “Art + Museum Transparency,” and Nan
Goldin’s P.A.I.N group, which stands for “Prescription Addiction Intervention Now,” and
is a response to the opioid crisis that seeks to hold the Sackler family (the billionaire makers
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of Oxycontin and extremely visible museum patrons) accountable for the addiction
epidemic currently engulfing North America.
Such publishing campaigns, especially when conceived and executed by artists, can
be viewed through the lens of “forensics aesthetics,” a term coined by Eyal Weizman, an
Israeli artist and architect based in the United Kingdom. Weizman is the director of
Forensic Architecture89, a research and art collective based at Goldsmiths University in
London, where he is also a Professor of Spatial and Visual Cultures. He describes forensic
aesthetics as:
the mode of appearance of things in forums - the gestures, techniques and
technologies of demonstration; methods of theatricality, narrative, and
dramatization; image enhancement and technologies of projection; the creation
and demolition of reputation, credibility and competence.90

Forensic Architecture made headlines recently when they were included in the 2019
Whitney Biennial, but not for their participation per se. Rather, they joined an artist boycott
and withdrew from the lauded exhibition in protest of one of the museum’s trustees —
Warren Kanders — whose company produces the tear gas used by governments in crowd
control (and who also co-owns a company that produces bullets which were recovered from
Gaza). Eventually, with mounting pressure, Kanders stepped down from the museum’s
board of trustees.91
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Following Kanders’ departure, Forensic Architecture rejoined the Whitney
biennial’s artist roster, exhibiting a video documenting their research on Kanders’ unethical
business dealings. According to the Whitney Biennial curators, Forensic Architecture’s
research is multi-layered:
Their research leads with an emphasis on seeing or re-seeing events that have
transpired, something they achieve through their use of open source imagery and
careful composing of individual frames within their videos. Ultimately, these
strategies take on renewed significance in the context of art-making—a space with
an inherent and frequent emphasis on relaying information through visual
means.92

Forensic Architecture shows that through methodical investigation, curation, and
visualization, we can upend the witness/spectator dichotomy strangling the current
zeitgeist and take action through the meaningful dissemination of data.

THE BAD
These examples of how technology can be harnessed by artists for institutional
critique and social activism are the culminating effect of an industry run awry, in which
bad actors and unscrupulous agents seem to have little to no regulation ensuring that they
“play by the rules.” In February 2020, an email from the London/NYC/Berlin-based bluechip gallery Blain|Southern announced that the gallery would be closing — effective
immediately — citing its inability to “secure the gallery’s future long term.”93 The Art
Newspaper ran the headline “Death of a Mega-Gallery”94 in their coverage of the closure.
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The abrupt shuttering of Blain|Southern wasn’t exactly surprising, however. The gallery
had undergone a series of complex changes in leadership over the past decade, including
some that sent shockwaves through the art world.
The gallery was founded as Haunch of Venison by Harry Blain, a former
stockbroker, and Graham Southern, who had been the head of Christie's post-war and
contemporary art department. Blain left banking and started dealing art in the 1990s.
According to an article in the Independent from 2009, entitled “Is Harry Blain Britart’s
most Powerful Man?” once Blain and Southern teamed up in 2002, “It's been growth, and
more growth. After London came galleries in Zurich, Berlin and, since last September,
New York, in the Rockefeller Center on the Avenue of the Americas.”95 The gallery
expanded rapidly and five years later, was bought by Christie’s Auction House. The
purchase price was never revealed, but it was speculated in the press that it amounted to
tens of millions of pounds. Not so, according to an anonymous source close to the deal.
The price was allegedly one-pound sterling and an agreement that Christie’s would cover
the gallery’s debts (which could have been in the tens of millions...why else sell the gallery,
the artist roster, the entire brand to a behemoth competitor?). The sale was clearly a Hail
Mary.
It’s important to note that Christie’s Auction House is owned by Francois Pinault,
himself a major art collector with two private museums (both located in Venice in
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magnificent palazzos). To say that the move stunned the industry would be an
understatement. An auction house, which deals on the so-called “secondary market,” had
never purchased a gallery before, thus entering the “primary market” and effectively
crossing lanes from “public” into “private” dealing. The ethics of the deal were widely
questioned in the press, but due to Pinault’s stature in the art market, any rumblings quickly
died down and Haunch of Venison continued to operate.
Eventually, Blain and Southern both quit the gallery that they themselves had
started. They also poached major Haunch of Venison artists to defect alongside them: “ten
or 11 artists have gone with them – more than a quarter of their old gallery's roster.”96 The
pair opened Blain|Southern shortly thereafter, in 2010. Three years later, Christie’s closed
all Haunch of Venison galleries (New York, London, Berlin, Zurich). It was reported that
Blain and Southern had attempted to buy back their gallery from Christie’s, but talks had
failed. Today, ten years later, Blain|Southern is once again in the news, this time for their
sudden closure and looming financial woes: “According to one email seen by Artnet News,
artists were asked to sign non-disclosure agreements in late January, a not-particularlyunusual practice. One artist said that it was implied that signing it would lead to getting
paid.”97 A number of the gallery’s artists have artworks that are being held in storage
facilities who are owed money by the gallery. Some artists have resorted to buying their
own works back from the storage companies by paying off whatever is owed, and then
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opening their own storage accounts in order to secure ownership of their own unsold pieces.
This way, the artists can leave their works in storage, rather than moving them, racking up
shipping costs and having to secure storage for them elsewhere. Other artworks are in a
quasi-limbo, having been loaned out to museums and institutions who now find themselves
in the middle of a legal quagmire and are unsure where to return the art.
Artworks caught up in legal gallery/storage disputes are a typical example of what
can go awry when an industry operates mostly on trust and so-called “handshake deals.”
When an artwork is unsold, the rightful owner of the work is obvious (if not legally
recognized) — namely, the artist. But, when the artworks in question are already sold and
multiple parties are claiming ownership, the disputes can become even more acrimonious.
In October 2019, I received a call from my friend Emma98, a seasoned art dealer
based in Miami who was working for an incredibly successful (and incredibly young, at
only thirty-three years old) secondary market dealer named Inigo Philbrick. Emma was
frantic. “Something’s going on. Inigo told me not to go to the gallery, but I did anyway and
all the art has been removed. Nothing’s in there,” she said. “Also, I got a call from
ARTnews asking if I wanted to comment on the lawsuit against Inigo before they publish
today at 5pm. Inigo’s not responding to my emails. I think I should resign.” Emma wasn’t
aware of any lawsuit, but the article was published99 and the very next day Emma did,
indeed, resign.
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According to the article, Inigo was in possession of several artworks (amounting to
$14mil) that were reportedly owned by Fine Art Partners (FAP), a German financial
services company. FAP had consigned the works to Inigo for sale, but he had failed to find
buyers within the stated timeframe. When FAP requested that the works be returned, Inigo
allegedly refused. One of the artworks in question, an “Infinity Mirror Room” installation
by Yayoi Kusama, was actually on loan to the ICA in Miami for an exhibition. Once the
article was published, other collectors began to emerge who also claimed Inigo had
defrauded them, the most disturbing being Mohammad bin Salman100 (the Saudi prince
who’s been accused of orchestrating the gruesome 2019 murder of journalist Jamal
Khashoggi). Salman was also purporting to own the Kusama infinity room, but FAP had
never received any payment for the work via Philbrick. The piece was essentially double
sold, with two parties claiming ownership.
FAP also claimed to have bought another work - a Rudolf Stingel portrait of Pablo
Picasso from 2012 — which Philbrick had also double-sold. ARTnews reported that FAP
claims they paid $7.1million for the painting in 2015. Two years later, Guzzini Properties,
“a company that collects art,”101 claimed to have purchased $6 million worth of art from
Philbrick, including the Stingel. Fast forward two more years to May 2019, and the same
piece was sold by Christie’s for $6.5 million. However, Christie’s has reportedly refused
to release the work (or transfer any sales proceeds) because yet another company,
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Satfinance Investment Ltd. (a firm owned by art collector Aleksandar Pesko) claims to
have purchased 50% of the painting for $3.5 million in January 2016. To complicate the
matter even further, according to the civil suit filed by FAP in Miami in the autumn of
2019, FAP is accusing Philbrick of having forged consignment documents from Christie’s
that showed a much higher auction house ”guarantee” than the $6.5 million which was
ultimately realized.
Philbrick’s rise and fall in the art world was both surprising and predictable. His
was a narrative designed for art world ascension. In a lengthy expose entitled “Escape
Artist” journalist Joseph Bullmore sums up Philbrick’s seemingly sterling background:
His prodigy pedigree was nearly flawless. There was the patrician East
Coast family that could trace its roots back to New England’s founding
fathers; the education at Goldsmiths...the internship at White Cube, and
the tutelage under its owner, super-gallerist Jay Jopling.102

The art market’s chroniclers all agree that Philbrick’s rapid ascent and impressive
sales were symptomatic of a dangerous trend, defined essentially by “derivatives trading”
on the secondary art market. Indeed, business was booming and Philbrick’s gallery
allegedly made over $125 million in 2017 (up from a reported $66 million the year prior).
Bullmore writes, “Philbrick’s con exposes the natural frailties of the art market—an
industry built on perceived status and handshake deals and gut feelings and nebulous
trust...” Philbrick was also mentored by veteran art dealer and quirky gossip columnist
Kenny Schachter, himself a sort of art world royal (due in no small part to having married
extremely well). Schachter has devoted much of his recent writing to the Philbrick scandal
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(he recently published a 6,000-word article on the subject for New York Magazine and
been quoted in other articles, including pieces in The New York Times, ARTnews and
more.) He claims to have lost $1.75 million to Philbrick's fraud. Even worse, he claims that
Philbrick’s alleged drug benders (in Ibiza and elsewhere) would include his own young
son, who ultimately took his own life in 2018.
A December 2018 article by Schachter seems eerily prescient now — a cosmic,
artistic irony. “In the end, I wouldn’t say he’s ruthless, and I certainly do adore him,” he
wrote. “But you know art dealers — he’s as cold blooded as the best that ever was.”103 In
October 2019, Inigo wrote to a reporter at ARTnews, deflecting accountability and
underplaying his fraud: “The story is going to be a cautionary one with regards to the
professionalization, securitization and legalization of the art world,” he wrote. “We are in
a period of massive transition where art dealers, collectors, and investors are attempting to
turn the arena into one which mimics the worlds of finance and real estate.” Unbelievably,
he even had the audacity to warn, “Alongside this change will naturally come impropriety
and the need for increased due caution.”104
Judd Grossman, the lawyer representing FAP, calls it “intentional and creative
deception, forging documents and telling outright lies with regard to authenticity and
provenance.”105 In essence, Inigo had been running a Ponzi scheme. The day that Emma
had called me, hysterical, was the last day that anyone spoke directly to Inigo. He vanished
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and was on the run for months. The FBI eventually tracked Philbrick down and arrested
him in Vanuatu in spring of 2020. As of October 2020, he is in jail, awaiting trial...and
Netflix biopic offers. His story encapsulates the CAE’s urgent need for a system of checks
and balances, a way to mitigate risk and increase trust, and a methodology for tracking
works of art being circulated around the market.

THE UGLY AKA THE BANANA
In December 2019, everyone at Art Basel Miami was in an uproar over a banana
duct taped to a wall. An artwork exhibited by French gallerist Emmanuel Perrotin, the ducttaped banana instantly went viral, inspiring countless memes. Italian artist and conceptual
prankster Maurizio Cattelan created the work, which he entitled “Comedian.” Consisting
of duct tape and one real banana, the work is an edition of 3 — the first two editions sold
almost immediately at $120k- $150k a piece. The third was reserved for a museum and
said to have been sold shortly thereafter. Perrotin’s booth at Art Basel was completely
overrun by gawkers vying for an “Insta-worthy” photo of the piece. One such gawker
actually ripped the banana off the wall and ate it, claiming he was “hungry” in what he
declared to be an act of performance art. He was escorted out of the fair by police and the
proverbial stands went wild at the sheer absurdity of it all.
The artist’s gallery refused to press charges on the performance artist, but the entire
charade, as well as the popularity of the artwork itself, speak to the current zeitgeist of
digital spectacle and cybernetics. As an Artnet heading put it, “The banana phenomenon is
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a study in how stories go viral in our hyperconnected world”.106 The article, which
essentially aggregates all of Artnet’s coverage of the artwork in a particularly dense digital
echo-chamber, then goes on to describe the artwork as having “evolved” from a “witty
stunt to an unlikely symbol of a labor movement, a pawn in a discussion about financial
securities, and much, much more.”107 This quote perfectly encapsulates how an artwork
can manifest two opposing sides of the same ideological coin, much like the artworld itself,
as well as the internet and other (theoretically) utopian digital platforms that are actually
neoliberal in practice.
“Comedian has a COA [certificate of authenticity] that contains exact instructions
for installation and authenticates that the work is by Maurizio Cattelan,” a representative
for the gallery added after the incident. “Without a COA, a piece of conceptual artwork is
nothing more than its material representation.”108 When the material representation of a
work is ”worthless” without a document or some other data that verifies its authenticity, its
provenance and thereby its aura, the CAE has officially intersected with the new
dematerialized economy. Cattelan’s banana is therefore perhaps the most viral example of
the new im/material art object, a hybrid of material and data, with data representing the
artwork’s value and thus being the currency of exchange.
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The material form of the artwork is understood to be ephemeral, inherently flawed
by its own organic and temporal matter. In the case of the banana, it is understood that the
material will be replaced at regular intervals by similar materials, in which the concept and
the accompanying data (the COA, invoices, etc.) are the vessels by which the artwork’s
data is stored, traded and accumulated. While this shift is certainly rooted in the 1960s
conceptual art of Sol LeWitt, whose wall drawings were literally sold as written
instructions which anyone could follow, the ability of securing an artwork’s data digitally
transforms the aura from an “essence” that’s embodied via materiality, to a data trail that
can be uploaded, stored and traded through encryption. The most secure place to maintain
this data is on the blockchain. As such, blockchain will be the successor to the white cube,
a virtual and infinite plane wherein art can be exhibited, stored, sold and resold, with
absolute trust ensconced in each transaction, which no longer depend on a middleman (i.e.
art dealer) to drive the chariots of commerce.
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CHAPTER 5: THE EMERGENCE OF BLOCKCHAIN
Blockchain technology emerged in the late 2000s together with the cryptocurrency
known as Bitcoin. Both were published in “the Bitcoin whitepaper,” which first appeared
in 2008 on a cryptography listserv under the title “Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash
System.” The paper was authored by Satoshi Nakamoto, most likely a pseudonym for either
an individual or collective.109 In the years since, several individuals have either been
suspected of being Satoshi or have attempted to claim credit, but the true Bitcoin creator/s
remain anonymous and elusive, affording them a kind of mythic, god-like stature. The
abstract for Nakamoto’s bitcoin paper reads as follows:
A purely peer-to-peer version of electronic cash would allow online
payments to be sent directly from one party to another without going
through a financial institution. Digital signatures provide part of the
solution, but the main benefits are lost if a trusted third party is still
required to prevent double-spending. We propose a solution to the
double-spending problem using a peer-to-peer network. The network
timestamps transactions by hashing them into an ongoing chain of hashbased proof-of-work, forming a record that cannot be changed without
redoing the proof-of-work. The longest chain not only serves as proof of
the sequence of events witnessed, but proof that it came from the largest
pool of CPU power. As long as a majority of CPU power is controlled
by nodes that are not cooperating to attack the network, they'll generate
the longest chain and outpace attackers. The network itself requires
minimal structure. Messages are broadcast on a best effort basis, and
nodes can leave and rejoin the network at will, accepting the longest
proof-of-work chain as proof of what happened while they were gone.110
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Thus, the blockchain is a database that’s decentralized and maintained by numerous
users across a network of computers, or “nodes”. Every database record is secured through
an algorithm that is cryptographically linked to its preceding record, ensuring the
immutability of the entire chain of records or “blocks” (hence the name: blockchain). Each
block is assigned a unique ID that’s known as a “hash”, created by “running the ID of the
block that preceded it and the data stored in the current block through [said] cryptographic
algorithm.”111 A hash is therefore a kind of cryptographic signature, similar to a “digital
fingerprint.”112
A block is coded as a “dictionary” of “keys.” The keys are essentially metadata that
each block must contain in order to be “valid.” The foundational six keys are: index,
timestamp, proof, previous hash, transactions and a message. Briefly explained, the index
refers to the number of the block on the chain; the timestamp is when the block was created;
the proof is the block’s hash, or the solution to the math problem that allows it to be
“mined” before being added to the blockchain; the previous hash proves the block is
correctly linked to all of its preceding blocks on the chain; the transactions equates to a list
of all the transactions that the blockchain contains; and the message is how the blockchain
informs the user that their request or transaction has successfully taken place, or not.
All the nodes must be connected in order to interact with the same blockchain.
Whenever a transaction is posted, the sender node, the receiver node and the amount (or
data) being sent must be specified. Many transactions can take place before a block is
111
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mined and are then added to what is known as a “transaction pool” or “memory pool.”
Miners will then add transactions to a “candidate block” and attempt to add that candidate
block to the blockchain by hashing it. The difficulty of hashing, or “solving” a block is
determined by the network it is attempting to join. For bitcoin, the difficulty level is
adjusted every 2016 blocks so that it averages about ten minutes to solve a block. This is
one of blockchain’s greatest pitfalls, namely the length of time required to complete a
transaction and add it to the blockchain.
The nodes in the blockchain network must all have the same length chain, with all
the same blocks and all the same data, so a consensus mechanism is run to check the nodes’
chains against each other. That consensus mechanism, coupled with the hashing protocol,
is the reason that a third-party middleman is no longer necessary to complete the
transaction. Cryptocurrency runs on blockchain — meaning that blockchain is the
underlying system used to generate (or “mine”) and circulate cryptocurrency securely
through encryption. Cryptocurrency is a digital and internet-based medium of currency
that’s neither regulated nor controlled by a centralized or governmental agency (although
this may change in the wake of coronavirus, so stay tuned).113 Every cryptocurrency
transaction on the blockchain is given a unique hash to both verify and secure the digital
trail and, by extension, the blockchain’s entire distributed ledger.
It’s important to distinguish between the blockchain and a “digitally time-stamped
database” since the latter was technically invented in the 1990s (much earlier than the
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publication of Nakamoto’s 2008 whitepaper). In her text “Art and Blockchain: A primer,
History and Taxonomy of Blockchain Use Cases in the Arts” (published in the summer
2019 issue of Artivate: A Journal of Entrepreneurship in the Arts), Amy Whitaker writes:
Nakamoto’s 2008 Bitcoin whitepaper has eight footnotes in total. Three
of those eight footnotes are to the work of Stuart Haber and Scott
Stornetta, who developed the time-stamping structure we now call
blockchain twenty years before Nakamoto’s paper. Haber and
Stornetta’s central concern — trust in information in the digital age —
particularly informs applications of blockchain in the arts.114

Whitaker outlines the trials that Haber and Stornetta underwent in order to gain
recognition for their work. In 1990, while working for a company called Bellcore, the duo
presented their database work at a cryptography conference. A year later, they published
the paper “How to Time-Stamp a Digital Document” in the Journal of Cryptography.115
Legally, Bellcore owned Haber and Stornetta’s invention (although they were both named
as co-inventors on the patents). In 2003, they left Bellcore to establish Surety, a company
that time-stamped records such as scientific research, by licensing their own invention from
their former employer.
During this time, in order to prove the “veritability” of their blockchain, Surety
would publish “an alphanumeric code that a computer scientist could use to check that no
one had tampered with the Surety blockchain” in the Notices section of The New York
Times’ classifieds ( in the Sunday national edition, to be exact), where it can still be found,
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“making theirs the oldest blockchain in the world.”116 117 On January 3rd, 2009, the Bitcoin
blockchain was officially launched as open source software.118 Other blockchain networks
like Ethereum eventually followed. What differentiates the Bitcoin blockchain from the
digitally time-stamped ledgers that Haber and Stornetta invented is that Satoshi Nakamoto
introduced both currency and competition into the system. This came to be known as the
“Nakamoto consensus,” which operates in tandem with the protocol known as “Proof of
Work.”
Proof of work (abbreviated to PoW) is a consensus protocol initiated by Bitcoin.
The consensus here is that a block has been appropriately hashed and encrypted, and can
therefore be added to the blockchain. In this context, “proof of work” is essentially the
answer to a complex mathematical problem that various “miners” on the blockchain
compete against one another to solve using their own CPU power, which results in the
cryptographic hash assigned to each block and thus allows a new block to be added to the
chain. Nakamoto’s peer-to-peer network can thus be broken down into a simplified
protocol of six deceptively simple steps, as published in the Bitcoin paper:
1) New transactions are broadcast to all nodes.
2) Each node collects new transactions into a block.
3) Each node works on finding a difficult proof-of-work for its block.
4) When a node finds a proof-of-work, it broadcasts the block to all nodes.
5) Nodes accept the block only if all transactions in it are valid and not already
spent.
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6) Nodes express their acceptance of the block by working on creating the next
block in the chain, using the hash of the accepted block as the previous hash.119
The math problems that miners solve to hash a block require considerable time and
energy (both intellectual and electrical) to complete but are easily verified once solved. In
a reply to Nakamoto’s bitcoin paper on the same cryptography listserv, a user named James
A. Donald wrote:
It is not sufficient that everyone knows X. We also need everyone to
know that everyone knows X, and that everyone knows that everyone
knows that everyone knows X — which, as in the Byzantine Generals’
problem, is the classic hard problem of distributed data processing.120

In response, Nakamoto posted a brief, yet comprehensive explanation of how the
PoW protocol solves this issue. His opening sentence says it all: “The proof-of-work chain
is a solution to the Byzantine Generals' Problem.121 The Byzantine Generals’ Problem
(BGP) is a heady scenario that computer scientists employ to model consensus among
decentralized nodes. Essentially, BGP assumes that there are a dozen Generals positioned
around a city that they want to attack. They must all agree on the same attack time —
meaning they must arrive at a consensus — in order for their attack to be successful. So, on
the one hand, they must have total trust in the network, but, on the other hand, they must
still assume that there are nefarious actors, or “traitors” within the network, who will try to
sabotage the Generals by passing on misinformation, resulting in a total system failure.
However, as stated by Nakamoto, the proof-of-work solution solves the BGP. For example,
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if there are twelve generals, by the time the block has twelve hashes, meaning the PoW has
been completed in full twelve times, the last block on the chain will be the final attack time.
Consensus has been reached and the generals all know when to attack (metaphorically).
Therefore, this hash solution, or the PoW, is another term for the cryptography that
secures the blockchain so that it cannot be manipulated by fraudulent actors.122 However,
there is also a level of randomness involved in hashing, so that “solving the math problem”
is also sort of like “winning the lottery.” Miners are rewarded for their PoW in Bitcoin
tokens. As explained by Nakamoto:
By convention, the first transaction in a block is a special transaction that
starts a new coin owned by the creator of the block. This adds an
incentive for nodes to support the network, and provides a way to
initially distribute coins into circulation, since there is no central
authority to issue them. The steady addition of a constant of amount of
new coins is analogous to gold miners expending resources to add gold
to circulation. In our case, it is CPU time and electricity that is
expended.123

There are only twenty-one million Bitcoins in existence, but Satoshi created a
strategy to sustain both their circulation and value. Every 210,000 transactions
(approximately four years) the bitcoins awarded to miners are “halved.” This process has
been called a “synthetic form of inflation”124 and will only continue until around the year
2140, at which point Bitcoin will essentially run out, and its miners will essentially cash
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out. All of this creates the incentive for the miners to continue their work, which
subsequently allows the blockchain to self-organize and propagate.
Adam Lindemann, a collector and tech investor (who will be discussed in greater
detail later in this chapter), once said that “art is a cryptocurrency” and, in truth, the art
market functions similarly to the philosophy of the Nakamoto consensus. As artists become
more successful, they tend to reduce their production output (street artists are a noted
exception to this commercial art world rule). Collectors who have acquired works by
certain artists, thereby “investing” in them, are incentivized to keep collecting that artist,
or to promote that artist to their own network so that the value of their property (the
artwork) increases as the availability of work by that artist decreases. There is, of course,
some element of luck, chance and randomness to artistic success; same as in the Nakamoto
consensus model. The art market and the Nakamoto consensus model share other
similarities as well — both are peer-to-peer and anyone can “leave the network” at any time.
Most importantly though, there is incentive in both cases to stay in the network, but only
because everyone else is incentivized to stay in the network too. The consensus model in
the art world is thus two-fold: 1. There is a consensus that this artist is worth collecting,
promoting and exhibiting; and 2. There is consensus that everyone else who has bought,
exhibited or promoted that same artist, stays in the network. Hence, the “art is a
cryptocurrency” metaphor works, in theory.
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THE EMERGENCE OF NFTs
Bitcoin can’t exist without blockchain, but blockchain can exist without bitcoin.
There are now over 3,000 types of cryptocurrency in digital circulation, as well as other
blockchain platforms, such as Ethereum, which allows blockchain’s transaction data to be
tied to invoices and financial records, logistical documentation, and even artworks. The
Ethereum blockchain permits developers to build decentralized applications, known as
dApps or “smart contracts.” A smart contract is a computer protocol that digitally
facilitates, verifies, or enforces the negotiation or performance of a contract, independent
of a third party.125
Everything uploaded to the Ethereum blockchain (whether documents like invoices
or video art files) becomes data and receives a hash, resulting in an encrypted value that
does not resemble the original data. This encryption process allows that data to then be
verified algorithmically, without sacrificing security or confidentiality. Smart contracts and
hash algorithms ensure that the chain remains immutable, since every hash is dependent on
the hash (or block) that came before it. Thus, blockchain-based documents can’t be
tampered with, and cryptocurrency can’t be stolen or misappropriated, solving the so-called
“double spend” problem.
In the virtual marketplace, double spending is an unethical practice of attempting
to spend the same cryptocurrency twice on different transactions, as a means of
discrediting/defrauding the entire network.126 In the art market, double spending can be
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applied to the unethical practice of selling the same artwork twice and pocketing the profits,
while one unlucky buyer (or both) ends up with nothing. Sounds risky (and stupid), but it
actually happens quite frequently, as we’ve seen with the case of Inigo Philbrick.
In 2017, Ethereum launched the Ethereum Implementation Proposal, known as
EIP-721, which also introduced non-fungible tokens (NFTs).127 In the physical world, nonfungible assets are luxury assets that are considered to have scarcity value, such as boats,
real estate or art. In the digital realm, NFTs are unique digital representations of defined
digital assets, which can in turn be linked to physical assets (like how a deed is linked to a
house). Compared to fungible tokens, NFTs cannot be divided (unlike a dollar, which can
be divided into four quarters) or replaced by another token of the same type. The prevailing
metaphor is birth certificates; your birth certificate is unique and cannot be exchanged for
a different birth certificate.
These NFTs could be used to validate physical art assets if they are connected to an
RFID chip128, which would need to be attached to the actual artwork itself (in the frame or
canvas stretcher, for instance). RFID chips could track the physical location of an artwork,
uploading any changes to the blockchain, so that when a collector consigns an artwork to
sale, the Inigo Philbricks of the world cannot lie (as easily) about where that artwork is
and/or if it’s even available for sale. Digital artworks can also be “tokenized” on the
blockchain on the Ethereum platform through the cryptocurrency known as Ether and
become NFTs. In his Medium article entitled Collecting in the Age of Digital Reproduction

127 Most NFTs apply the “ERC721 standard,” an interface for Non-Fungible tokens. ERC721 tokens are simply a
subset of Ethereum tokens and sit on the Ethereum Blockchain.
128 RFID Chip, technopedia.com, https://www.techopedia.com/definition/24272/rfid-chip, visited November 10, 2019.
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(an obvious nod to Walter Benjamin), artist and coder Casey Reas writes, “The blockchain
is the key to moving away from licenses toward property for digital media,”129 which is
precisely what NFTs offer. NFTs turn data into property — property that can’t be digitally
replicated and passed off as “original.” That data can also exist IRL as an object, such as
an artwork, or it can be purely digital. In fact, NFTs could solve many of the art world’s
most problematic features, including provenance discrepancies and proof of ownership,
transferability, logistics recording and price transparency.

BLOCKCHAIN, DATA & THE ART MARKET
In the last two years, there’s been a veritable explosion in interest in blockchain
from almost every sector, including the art industry. At Art Basel Miami in 2018, Adam
Lindemann hosted a conference called “The Art of Blockchains”130 that brought together
an A-list lineup of speakers with both CAE and tech credibility. Lindemann owns an art
gallery in New York named Venus Over Manhattan and has also been an investor in several
blockchain startups. According to Lindemann, “blockchain will completely change the
market. If this works, we can see millions more participants.”131 Such optimism contradicts
the overwhelming resistance of the CAE in adopting anything considered too high-tech.
Generally, the art world is skeptical of replacing physical value with digital value, and
understandably so: Digital art barely registers within market metrics; there’s widespread
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fear of hacking and data theft, collectors are intimidated by maintaining digital artworks,
etc.
With the onset of the novel coronavirus, however, many galleries were forced to
pivot immediately and embrace e-commerce and the digital platform as their only means
of connecting to audiences. At present, the long-term consequences of Covid-19 on the art
market are unclear, but it can be assumed that an organizations ability to operate digitally
(or virtually) will be a central concern going forward and critical to sustaining commercial
viability.
Blockchain offers several solutions for both the pre- and post-coronavirus problems
of the CAE. First of all, blockchain can provide an interface, a “distributed, virtual white
cube gallery,” for artists working in new media, allowing them to monetize their creations,
track their works’ ownership and receive royalties from every trade of their works within
the network (unlike auctions in the “real world” in which artists receive no commissions,
at least in North America). All transactions of physical artworks can be monitored through
“smart contracts,” allowing gallerists to actually enforce their invoice terms (including
caveats meant to undermine market manipulation by speculators). If, for example, a buyer
attempts to sell an artwork at auction before the invoice stipulates such a trade is permitted,
the smart contract would simply refuse the transaction. If an artwork is sold on the primary
market, the transaction would be funneled through the blockchain and currency (the sales
price) would be immediately distributed to both the consignor (the artist) and the consignee
(their gallery/dealer).
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Blockchain is also an obvious solution to the issues of authenticity that have
historically undermined the art market’s collective reputation. Artnet’s Tim Schneider
describes the advantages of blockchain in verifying provenance, the record of an artwork’s
authenticity and ownership (and which Walter Benjamin included in his criteria of an
artwork’s aura):
The blockchain’s decentralized nature prevents provenance data from
being either falsified or lost. If a bad actor tries to manipulate the ledger
on one computer, the rest of the network hosting and verifying the
blockchain would detect the deviance. And since the ledger exists in the
cloud (i.e. the data is distributed across multiple servers in multiple
places), it can’t be lost or accidentally destroyed by a single recordholder. This makes a proper blockchain title registry more trustworthy
and more durable than any centralized database tracking the same
information, let alone physical archives or other analog records.132

Dissenting opinions do also exist, however. Thomas Galbraith, an art market expert
who’s held a number of high-ranking positions at art/tech firms and auction houses calls
the marriage of blockchain and the art market akin to “oil and water.” In his view, the art
world simply has “Too many shady players who want to remain anonymous.”133 The
nature of the players’ motivation is at odds with the spirit of blockchain itself, at least in
regards to transparency. Big buyers tend to want to stay anonymous and don’t want their
purchases being broadcast in real time on a digital, shared network.
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Galbraith does, however, believe that the blockchain model does work for certain
groups within the art industry, just not for everyone. “Digital art is being taken more
seriously,” he says, “and the market is definitely growing.”134 In his opinion, this sub-art
market is where widespread blockchain adoption makes the most sense, although he also
believes the blockchain makes sense as a repository for artist catalogue raisonnés, which
are essentially comprehensive records of provenance.
To his point, there are currently a handful of art companies attempting to migrate
to the blockchain platform. Arteia, a company founded by European art collectors, makes
software for art collection management and is purportedly working on a prototype for an
RFID chip that they expect to bring to market “soon,” according to an interview conducted
with Marianne Magnin, their UK Managing Director in April, 2020.135 Arteia is also
working on establishing artist catalogue raisonnés on the blockchain and plans to launch
this initiative with the Algerian-born, France-based artist Adel Abdessemed. This type of
provenance work is heavily research-driven, and to that end, Arteia is also spearheading an
initiative called the Art Identification Standard (AIS).
AIS is a non-profit organization that’s building a consortium of industry experts in
order to standardize the common language around art, including provenance and meta-data,
in the hopes of creating a global lexicon for the CAE as it migrates to the digital realm.
AIS began in earnest during the summer of 2019 and officially launched in January 2020,
but it was still building its core membership at the time of writing. Ultimately (and
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somewhat paradoxically), AIS wants to become the central authority of the decentralized
CAE, in terms of how we universally describe, categorize and organize art. While their
intention may be scholarly at heart, the fact that this company is owned and run by rich,
white and predominantly male Europeans may only work to further embed the current art
world hegemony into blockchain’s emerging technological landscape, thereby solidifying
the reigning (and inequitable) power structures of the art world, rather than reimagining (or
redistributing) them.
In the emerging field of “data curation,” identification standards like AIS are of
central significance to the effective management of digital data (and its corresponding
physical object, if applicable). Data curation, as a methodological science, designates best
practices in the research community as follows — “Data should be: Findable, Accessible,
Interoperable, and Reusable (F.A.I.R.).”136 Effective data curation necessitates that the
information be readable by both machines (in terms of meta-data keywords) and humans
(in terms of text), making it easily “findable.” The data should ideally be hosted by an open
source platform, in order to make it “accessible” to a wide audience. Data should be
stored/disseminated in a format or file type that is widely known and supported, thereby
allowing it to be “interoperable.” And, finally, the data should be licensed appropriately,
so that it can be “reused” by other scholars. The F.A.I.R. principles can help ensure a
certain longevity to the data they describe. Research shows that data published to the web
within F.A.I.R. parameters leads to more citations, which in turn leads to more recognition
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across the digital encyclopedia of cultural history. Thus, having one’s work (and life)
digitally recorded on the blockchain could become the status quo for “serious” career
artists, depending on who can afford it. In the future, if you’re not data, you don’t exist.
In the CAE, which data (and by extension which artwork and artists) ultimately
achieve FAIR status and which does not will likely be largely influenced by market forces.
Data storage is not cheap, especially considering the multi gigabyte file sizes of videos, for
example. With blockchain, digital archives can co-exist in the same network, securely,
alongside active invoices, loan agreements, shipping forms and condition reports, as well
as academic essays and other scholarly articles. The result is an omni-catalogue raisonné,
a hyper-linked, cryptographically fixed and transparent account of an artist’s output,
composed of individual artworks’ lifecycles, accessible in perpetuity and impervious to
fraud.
Other companies working with blockchain technology include Artory and Codex,
both blockchain registries for provenance, and VR All Art, a blockchain-based virtual art
exhibition platform. Artory, which bills itself as a “Public Art Ledger,” is making the most
progress on this front, having already established some legitimate art world credibility.
Artory founder and CEO Nanne Deking is also the current chairman of TEFAF (one of the
world’s most prestigious art fairs), and Artory has secured partnerships with Christie’s
auction house and Winston Art Group (an established art appraisal and insurance
company). In general, however, these art/tech startups do not yet execute enough influence
to steer trust away from the commercial art establishment and towards an emerging
technological dawn. But, in the wake of coronavirus, the tide is shifting and shifting fast.
83

BLOCKCHAIN, ETHICS & THE ART WORLD
During the aforementioned 2018 “Art of Blockchains” conference in Miami, Lisa
Phillips, the director of the New Museum in NYC, presciently stated, “We’ve heard a lot
about value, but not a lot about values.”137 While blockchain may be relatively Marxist in
spirit, in reality it has the potential to become just another financial instrument of the very
wealthy, powerful and privileged. Scores of online articles champion the distributed model
as a kind of techno-liberation from centralized, governmental control, but ultimately the
blockchain requires energy to operate and whoever controls the energy will have a
disproportionate influence over the entire network. In this scenario, computational energy
is capital. Let the hoarding commence.
In 2016, the blockchain training company B9Lab commissioned a “Hippocratic
Oath” for blockchain developers, written by Jaya Klara Brekke and known as the “Satoshi
Oath.”138 The oath was catalyzed by the authors’ “wariness of an emerging blockchainfundamentalism and its uncritical alliances with old enemies in the monopolistic industrial
tech-financial complex.”139 In their oath, the authors articulate a different culture for
blockchain development: one that encourages a conscious, ‘woke’, engagement with
making, creating, coding and developing.140
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The Satoshi Oath begins by declaring that:
When you are developing your own blockchain based application you
are not just making another app or involved in another start-up, you are
taking part in creating a new form of society...By taking this oath, you
pledge to consider the full extent and range of the people and
environments your work might effect, with special attention to the most
marginalized and those not represented...141

The oath continues to outline the most important, core values that should be
embraced by every blockchain developer: 1. Immutability, 2. Neutrality, and 3.
Decentralization. To the authors’ credit, there is clear consternation regarding the potential
for abuse within this distributed ledger community, i.e. this “new form of society.” As they
state, “A decentralized computer network does not guarantee decentralized power; code
and cryptography does not guarantee neutrality; openness does not guarantee legibility.”142
In 2017, a group of academics, researchers, artists and designers published Artists
Re:Thinking the Blockchain, a book which they defined as “A future-artefact of a time
before the blockchain changed the world. This interdisciplinary book includes artistic,
theoretical and documentary engagements with the technology some have described as the
new internet.”143 The book opens with the same observation that this paper also supports:
The blockchain is janus-faced. On one side its traits of transparency and
decentralization promise much in terms of fairness and accountability,
but on the other its monetary roots born as a financial payment system
albeit grounded in open-source software, mean its implementations are
often stridently capitalistic. Furthermore, those involved in its
development seem to oscillate between radical ethical standpoints and
reductionist technological determinism.144
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This “janus-faced” nature of the blockchain is a digital reflection of the janus-faced
nature of the art market, which espouses progressive ideals but remains indebted to a
patriarchal hierarchy that disproportionately profits those already in positions of power
and/or those with independent wealth. The artist and coder Casey Reas is an early
spokesman for the CAE’s digital migration and adoption of NFTs, which he believes could
revolutionize the art world by decentralizing its rigid patterns of authority and (perceived)
scarcity. In “Collecting in the Age of Digital Reproduction,” Reas declares:
To have a broad impact, a new model of collecting media art will need
to be extremely accessible. It will need to work broadly across cultures,
incomes, and age; it needs to be approachable for millions of people.
This new model will need to be decentralized. It must support diverse
groups curating and selling work without centralized control.145

Reas is an organizer of the blockchain-based art project “a2p”, which he describes
as “an experiment in artist-to-artist collecting.”146 a2p is an acronym for “app-to-person”,
referring to messaging between a computer and a person, in which the person is not
generally expected to reply.147 However, in this context, a2p means “artist-to-peer.”148
Built on the Bitmark protocol, which defines itself as an “‘end-to-end’ Internet protocol
that secures data provenance,” a2p was established in 2019 and has since published two
iterations - fall 2019 (v1) and spring 2020 (v2).
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Reas and three other curators “selected” 75 of the “top artists working with digital
formats,” according to the Bitmark website. The project summary states:
Each artist made an original digital artwork that had a unique
provenance, secured by the Bitmark Protocol. From that artwork, 11
tradable editions were generated, each with its own unique
provenance.149

Once all the works were uploaded to the platform, the artists had one week to trade
their artworks with each other. While the premise of a2p was certainly intended as a
speculative, hopeful and progressive exercise in artist collaboration, its execution succeeds
mostly at furthering the divide between the so-called haves and the have-nots, in this case
those who have been deemed worthy of participation in the experiment and those who have
not. Reas and his co-curators have thus become yet another layer of art world gatekeepers,
this time to a scene that appears overwhelmingly composed of academics.
This art project really functions as a proof of concept for how digital art can be
collected, traded and monetized through the blockchain, although Reas’ a2p is actually
more of a bartering circle among an elite group of invited “known-quantities.”
Furthermore, not every artwork included in this experiment is actually a digital piece. Some
artists included digital images of physical paintings, and it is unclear if owning the A2P
“Edition” means also acquiring a fraction of the original painting or just a reproduction of
it, which really isn’t very novel (or interesting). For this model to work, the digital artworks
need to be more than mere “repros” — they need to possess an inherent value, whether
financial or cultural. They need a digital aura.
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Bitcoin, blockchain and digital time-stamping were originally all developed to
solve one problem: how to create trust in a digital transaction. With Haber and Stornetta,
the issue was trusting the validity of digital documents; with Satoshi, it was transacting
currency without regulatory (read: governmental) oversight. These inventions combined,
however, have led to what some consider “the new internet” and what others are touting as
a “new society.” The significance of these digital innovations can thus not be overstated.
And yet, practice almost always deviates from theory. What we’ve come to learn is
that the system can, in fact, be hacked. Just like the lottery, blockchain is, at its core, a
numbers game. Those with the computational power to run the most algorithms will
“solve” the most math problems, generate the most PoW, and thereby “win” the most
bitcoin. The verdict is still out on Ethereum and its smart contracts, but the CAE will most
likely coalesce around one “winning” blockchain, just like art collectors all tend to swarm
to the trendiest artist of any given moment in time.
That being said, it’s important to reiterate that art reflects the values of the society
in which it is produced. During the 19th and 20th centuries, oil was society’s most valuable
resource, generating incredible wealth by way of industry and manufacturing. It is
therefore unsurprising that the most valuable artworks of the 19th and 20th centuries were
rendered in these same materials. Oil paintings, bronze and steel sculptures, etc. Look at
any list of the most expensive works sold at auction and generally every piece fits into
these categories. Obviously, the oil in oil paint is not the same as the oil in industrial
manufacturing. However, there is a linguistic connection linking the main material of
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economic growth with the main medium of artistic expression. To 20th century humans,
oil equaled value. In a post-coronavirus world, that sentiment has begun to erode.
In 2017, when The Economist declared that “the world’s most valuable resource is
no longer oil, but data,”150 the art market was still chugging along and paid little notice. In
a post-pandemic world, however, the art market will be forced to recalibrate. The tangible,
material properties that used to designate art as “valuable” will shift to encompass this new,
intangible and immaterial resource. In truth, artists have been experimenting in the digital
realm for decades, but the market is always slow to catch up. However, we can predict a
changing of the guard and thus a change in art market metrics. The major art market
players, namely collectors (the most powerful nodes in the art market’s blockchain, so-tospeak) were previously titans of industry. Soon, they will be tech entrepreneurs. Those
same tech billionaires may simply be more interested in digital and data-based art because
of their own enterprises, and therefore more likely to collect it, thus making it more
valuable. One thing remains certain, those driving the art market often have one foot in the
financial markets as well and “fin-tech”, whether cryptocurrency or simply blockchainenabled transactions, is becoming increasingly omnipresent in the global dialogue, leading
to the conclusion that distributed ledger technologies will only continue to grow in scope
and influence.
Make no mistake — the implementation of blockchain protocols across the art world
is a good thing. As the Satoshi Oath promises, there will be greater transparency, less fraud
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and more accessibility. But no network is infallible and even data can have inherent bias
or be manipulated by bad actors. As the needle of progress pushes ahead, how we design
this “new society” and whether or not it works — in practice as well as in theory — is
ultimately up to us.
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CONCLUSION
I began writing this thesis in 2019 and my initial drafts included the sentence, “A
major event needs to take place in order to catalyze the CAE’s digital migration on an
industry-wide scale.” The great black swan of 2020, the Covid-19 pandemic, was (and
continues to be) precisely that event. In the wake of the worst public health and economic
crisis in a century, technology has been a literal godsend. Delivery apps and video
conferencing enabled an entire generation of workers to transition to home offices, slowing
the spread of a fatal virus. For many of us, our screens became our only connection to the
outside world, literally. And then George Floyd was killed and the Black Lives Matter
(BLM) protests began. Then the fires started, spreading across the West Coast of North
America and culminating in the first official “gigafire” (more than 1mil acres burned) in
recorded world history.151
The CAE is an industry that purports to care about issues like climate change, and
social justice and racial equality. And, on some levels, that’s evident, but industry efforts
at diversification often feel exploitative and too little too late. At present, Black artists are
having a long-overdue and justly earned moment in the art market. But the newfound
fixation on BIPOC artists has left many of these same artists criticizing the CAE’s
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institutions and galleries as merely jumping on a bandwagon and profiting off of BIPOC
pain, suffering and grief.
Now that communities are coming together online around causes like #MeToo and
#BLM, sharing information and resources, a new cultural phenomenon has emerged known
as “cancel culture.” Ultimately, cancel culture is the dark side of the attention economy,
when the court of public opinion deems an individual or entity as worthy of cancellation,
either for their political beliefs or past behavior. Cancel culture is a way of virtue signaling
online and IRL. People have been fired, arrested, even injured because of cancel culture.
The internet is forever, as they say, and as much as it can be a lifeline, a tool for social
connection and a vast source of information, it can also be a weapon. By now it’s well
known that the internet was originally invented for DARPA as a military grade
communications system. Cancel culture is how everyday humans can use the internet for
vigilante justice, which can ultimately do more harm than good.
That being said, when there is no governing body and systemic power imbalances
run rampant, sometimes the eternal echo chamber of the internet and its veil of anonymity
are a person’s (or group’s) only resource to expose injustice and demand reform. In 2020,
an Instagram account called @cancelartgalleries went live, posting stories of misdeeds,
intolerance and verbal abuse perpetrated by a number of well-known galleries and dealers.
Several high-ranking museum directors and curators were forced to step down due to
allegations of sexual abuse or racial intolerance. The pandemic forced many to recalibrate
their entire existence and that crisis, coupled with the BLM protests, resulted in a new
urgency for a new equity.
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The digital forensics trend discussed earlier in this paper is about exposing injustice
and shining a light on the power structures that corral and control us and holding them to
account. Much like its street art predecessor, digital art and digital activism have rallied a
new generation to look critically at our ingrained social hierarchies and at the industrial
authoritarian complex. Liberated from the confines of the white cube, and from the
time/space constraints of physical reality, digital art of the contemporary era is always
seeking to reveal, to connect, and to speculate. These are the same goals as technology and,
as Heidegger has shown us, technology and art are ontologically tied together,
linguistically and philosophically. But technology can also turn a sacred ritual into a
spectacle for mass consumption, as we’ve seen with Yayoi Kusama. However, in the
attention economy, that very spectacle is rewarded with financial value (which in turn often
becomes cultural value).
Art in the digital age that is decidedly not a spectacle is often ignored by the market.
As a consequence, a lot of digital art focuses on hacking that same value system, exposing
its hypocrisies and redistributing some power to the 99%. Blockchain is an emerging
technology that could become an empowering tool for the CAE’s 99%. Artists and
collectors could track their art and ensure its rightful location and ownership through RFID
chips and smart contracts. This would help defend the “good actors” in the CAE from the
“bad” — the Blain|Southerns and Inigo Philbricks of the world. Galleries could protect
themselves against speculators by including conditions of sale in their “smart invoices,” so
that ownership titles would be revoked if an artwork was resold within a given time frame.
Archives and artist estates can be maintained comprehensively as digital catalogue
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raisonnés, allowing for their data to be securely shared for educational purposes and to
have a more plural view of the art historical canon. As the art itself continues down a path
of dematerialization, industry-wide digitalization is simply a matter of when, not if.
The coronavirus terraformed a new cultural landscape that must exist in virtual
space, but which also needs to navigate that space with checks and balances. The spectacle
economy of the CAE will transform, but also persist. Art changes as society’s values
change, a new ruling class of tech-unicorn collectors is coming of age and their interests,
their biases and their aesthetics are going to influence the market. These individuals
personify the embodied contradictions of “utopian in theory, neoliberal in practice” that
also apply to the CAE, the blockchain and technology as a whole. Just as street art became
commodified and used as a tool for gentrification, virtue signaling and corporate branding,
digital art may find itself being used against, well...itself. But since art left the gallery for
the street, before leaving the street for the infinite net of cyberspace, the question arises:
where do we go next?
While researching this thesis, I interviewed several art world insiders, I exhibited
my own work at a digital art fair in Miami during Art Basel, I registered my own art on the
Artory blockchain and I built a micro-blockchain on my own laptop in python.
Additionally, I am currently the Chief Creative Officer and Editor for the startup
Blockchain.art, which I joined in September 2019, and which is currently preparing a MVP
(minimal viable product) for fundraising rounds. These avenues of research have
introduced me to many new corners of the art world. When the coronavirus pandemic shut
down galleries and cancelled in person exhibitions, I formed an artist collective with my
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grad student cohort and entered us in a digital art fair (that was completely online) in June
2020. I also curated a virtual exhibition for the Ars Electronica festival in September 2020.
These myriad activities have proven to me that the CAE is moving in the right direction.
There is more interest in digital art than ever before and there are more ways of transacting
art deals online and through secure cybernetic systems (such as blockchain). Galleries and
museums are waking up to the fact that art no longer needs a physical form in order to be
important, valuable or even salable.
Once art is completely liberated from the material object-form, when the aura is
fully digitized, the world could look totally different. Climate change could lead to massive
storm surges that wash away the freeports where the 1% store their Modiglianis. When no
objects, let alone art objects, are able to survive in our environment, it’s likely that digital
art may be our final cultural frontier. Or, if an artwork is composed of...say...a banana and
some tape, its digitally secured NFT, i.e. the work’s Certificate of Authenticity, becomes
the vessel of value exchange, rather than the art object itself. Simply stated, when the
“material representation” is no longer of any cultural value, the possibilities of human
creation are literally infinite. If the CAE actively and collectively works now to architect
the most equitable, trustworthy and transparent network possible, we can execute agency
over our shared future.
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